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GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 
MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUES 
1 
GMT=' E, 7LT, 01)TTCTTON 
The myth of Iterz-a australis' persisted for over two thousand years 
and it was not until Tasman and Cook had disproved that both Australia 
and New Zealand were not part of this large land mass9 in combination 
with Cook's circumnavigation of the south pole at approximately 60*S 
(at one point reaching 71"s) that real progress was made. 
Cook's voyage had proved that if any continent, existed it could be 
no larger than Antarctica, for although large islands might still exist 
somewhere in those southerly latitudes, this careful survey'had ruled 
out the possibility of a major land mass north of the Antarctic circle. 
According to recordsp the first sighting of Antarctica occured in 
1820 by Captain William Smith discovering Trinity Land (now known as 
Graham Land). Antarctica was resighted jointly several months later 
by Palmer and Bellinghausen who had both circumnavigated the continent 
in a more southerly latitude than did Cook. 
The first landing took place in 1821 by Captain John Davisv and the 
first fossil ever recorded was a piece of wood from the South Shetland 
Islands observed during the United States expedition of 1829-- 1831 
under the command of B. Pendleton (Thomsono 1977). 
Subsequent expeditions by Weddelp D=ont d'Urville (1837 - 1840),, 
Wilkes (1838 - 1842)9 Ross 
(1840 - 1843)o, Iarseng de Gerlach (1897 - 
1899) and Borchg-revink (1898 - 1900) all helped to-provide an accurate 
outline and greater knowledge'of Antarctica. ' 
At the turn of the centuryp the furthest south any man had ventured 
was approximately 78"50"S. 
The first major fossil plant collections were made by the Swedish 
South Polar Expedition (1901 - 1903) in West Antarctica and by the 
British National Antarctic Expedition (1901 - 1904) in East Antarctica. 
2 
The pole was conquered in 1910 by A=dsen and this allowed leaders 
of later expeditions to conce3m themselves solely with scientific dis 
The most notable of these were the British Antarctic Expedition (10,10 
1913)v Australian Antarctic Expedition (1911 - 1914)1, expeditions by 
Byrd (1929), Wilkins (1928)v Ellsworth (1935)t British Grahamland 
Expedition (1934 - 1937)p Falkland Islands Dependencies Sur7ey (1948 
1949)t the famous Trans - Antarctic Expedition (1955 - 1958) and the 
United States Antarctic Expeditions from 1935 to the present day. 
In 1971 there were forty - three occupied research stations r= by 
ten nations (14ountfieldv 1974)v including a station actually at the 
pole which was first set up during the Inte=ational Geophysical Year 
in 1957 by the Americans, but was subsequently rebuilt during the 
early 1970's (Neiderp 1972). 
Some of these stations are only occupied during the summer monthst 
but others like the American base at Dlclhrdo Sound have a winter pop- 
ulation of two hundred which swells to over a thousand during the 
summer. 
For conveniencep Antarctica is divided into east and westein, halves 
approximately mazked by the great chain of the Trans - Antarctic Moun- 
tains. 
The continent itself is covered by an ice cap ranging in thickness 
from a few metres to well over a mile (1-6 kilometres) and a recent 
drilling near the south pole measured 2-6 kilometres. Owing to the 
presence of this permanent ice cap (its weight depressing the land by 
as much as two hundred feet or sixty metres), Iand is only exposed around 
the edges of the continent or at mountain peaks which protrude through 
the ice cap. For this reason much of the actual land surface of Antaxc- 
tica is not directly accessible. 
TemDeratures as low as -126og F( -as c) have been recorded at the 
3 
Russian research station Vostoc in East Antarcticaq although for the 
rest of the continent, temperatures normally range from -57 F 
(-49 C) 
to 5-5 F P5 C). 
Less is known about the Antarctic continent than any of its Gond- 
wanaland relatives, mainly due to its geographical isolation and'adverse 
climate which make expeditions expensive# travelling difficultp restrict 
the time available for scientific exploration and limit the quantity 
of material which can be collected, 
It is hoped that this Thesis will provide a contribution to our ever 
increasing knowledge of this vast continent. 
4 
DIAM-RIAL 
The three fossil collections were provided by the British Antarctic 
Survey from material stored in the headquarters at Cambridge. 
The collections are diverseq spanning three eras and have accumulated 
over the past few years, 
Me oldest collection is of Permian age and was collected by Doctor 
D. Brook from several localities and stratig=aphic levels in the Theron 
Ylountainsq Coats Landq on the Antarctic mainland. 
The second collection is of material of supposed Lower - Mid Triassic 
age (dated from a previous small collection made by G. J. Hobbs -in 
1959 
and described by Orlando,, 1968). It was collected by Doctors 11. R. A. 
Thomson and J. L. Smellie from Williams Pointp Livingston Island in 
the South Shetlands, West Antarctica. 
The third collectiong made by Doctor C. X. Bartong is of fossil 
wood from Keller Peninsula, King George Island in the South Shetlands, 
West Antarctica. 
Each of these collections is critically examined and fully described 
in chapters one to three of this Thesis. 
The locations of the Theron Mountainsp Livingston Island and King 
George Island are shown in Text Figure 1. 
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(See general reviews by Wesley, 1954 and Laceyp 1963). 
OBSTIMUTION's 
Specimens were observed both wet (under water and xylol) and dry using 
either a hand lens or a Nikon zoom binocular microscope (magnification 
of X6 - X60 when using two sets of eyepieces) and illumination was pro- 
vided by a Watson focussing desk lamp. 
Measurements taken on larger specimens were made directly using a 
millimetre/centimetre graduated ruler. Smaller fossils were first meas- 
ured with a pair of dividers and the result recorded in millemetres and 
centimetres. 
DEGAGE TECHNTO. UE 
A geological hammer was used for both splitting specimens where poss- 
ible and for breaking up wood fragments that were to be used for stero- 
scan study. In the latter case the wood chips were first placed in a 
polythene bag to prevent loss and contamination of the material. 
Steel needles were. used where necessary to expose fossil matter that 
was buried in the matrix. IlMs technique was however limited to fossils 
preserved in fairly soft matrices. 
Dnk-IniGS 
Drawings were first made onto graph paper using four different meth- 
ods, depending on the size and detail required from the fossil using 
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the strong light source available from the focussing desk lamp. 
. 
j. Specimens were sometimes drawn freehand, taking appropriate measure- 
ments to ensure accurate reproduction. 
L: i.. Drawings were also made using a half-centimetre etched glass slide 
in combination with a mounted hand lens or zoom binocular microscope. 
The idea is that the graduated slide is placed over the fossilp so 
breaking up the specimen into a large number of small squares j and 
viewed under a microscope. This image is then copied on to the approp- 
riate size of graph paper. This method is very simple and can provide 
accurate drawings of such things as secondary venation in small leaves, 
normally an exceedingly difficult task. (refer to Text Figure 2), 
LH. Very small macrofossils were drawn using a Watson Barnett binocular 
microscope complete with a modified Watson camera lucida attachment, 
fitted to one side of the microscope only. 
iv. Mcrofossils were drawn using a Vickers optical microscope with 
camera lucida attachment. 
The finished drawings were transferred onto technical tracing paper 
using Staedtler 0-25mm-9 0-35mm. and 0-5mm. drawing pens. These orig- 
inals were reduced to the correct size and scales and legends added 
using 0-35mm. and 0-5mm. Rotring stencils and Letraset. 
In the case of the reconstruction of Hexamnocaulon minutum (refer 
to chapter 2)9 a model was made and the drawing taken from this. A 
technique of producing three-dimensional diagTams from serial sections 
using a computer has been put forward (Westbroekt Hesper and Neijndorffv 
1976). and this provides very accurate reconstructions. 
LT-D'ES 
Many small specimens were obtained by simply breaking up the original 
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hand specimens or by cutting them out with a small hand saw (the type 
normally used for resin) where preservation ýras in a soft matrix. Some 
of the very small friable material was embedded within transparent 
'Strand Glass' resin in order to provide additional strength prior to 
section making, Larger specimens and rock fragmentsp including fossil 
wood were cut up in selected planes with a 'Mottacuttal Nk. II rock 
cutting machine. 
Specimens,, if requiredv were first cround on a 'Cutrock' rotating 
grinding wheel before being hand polished on a ground glass plate. 
Grades 60,400 and 600 carborundum (silicon carbide) powder and Aloxite 
polishing powder were used. 
Etching was carried out using W, 6 commercial grade Hydroflouric acid 
in various concentrations for time intervals of between-15 seconds and 
3 minutes. This was carried out in a perspex screened fume cupboard, 
observing the strict safety regulations required when using this dan- 
gerous chemical. 
After a thorough washing in a water bath, (less violent than immez- 
sion under a running tap) the specimens were supported in a gravel 
box and'allowed to dry. 
Peels were prepared using the standard peel technique (Joyp Willis 
and Lacey, 1956) utilising 0-05mm. acetate sheet. Selected areas of 
the peels were cut out and permanent slides made with Canada Balsam. 
With the larger peels it was found necessary to use slide clips to 
keep the peel areas flat. All of the slides were dried on a 'Cutrock' 
temperature controlled hotplate and left to set. 
Slide measurements were made using a Vickers optical microscope and 
X6 micrometer eyepiece calibrated with a Watson graticule (estimated 
accuracy of Plus or minus 0-5ý=-)- 
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TFMS =1 
(see Cridland and I. -fil.: Liamsq 1966) - 
Selected specimens were placed with the fossil facing upwards in 
small aluminium planchets and covered with transparent IStrand Glass' 
resin and left to dry overnight (Leolerq and Noell 1953). When the 
planchets : WeVe ýremovedj the resulting thin layer of resin on the 
reverse side of the specimen was ground away to expose the bare rock 
matrix. *The specimens are then placed in poly-ethylene beakers angled 
against one, of the sides with the fossil face upwards and the under- 
lying matrix face downwards, 
Hydroflouric, acid is then carefully poured into -the beaker until 
the partially resin entombed specimen isýcovered. As the matrix is 
eroded away by the acid it falls through the-liqmid and settles on the 
bottom of the container. In some cases several changes of Hydroflouric 
acid combined with some judicious mechanical dislodging of the matrix 
was required. The specimens were then washed, dried and stored in 
polythene bags prior to ex=ination. 
SC, UTI, T]2TG EIECTROTI MICROSCOPY 
(see Taylort 1968) 
Wood -Fractures: Large wood fraMents were broken up using a geological 
ha=er and these were examined with a binocular microscope to select 
material for stereoscan study (Alvin and IhLir, 1969). Smaller fragments 
were embedded in resin and manipulated to fracture in certain planesý 
by line scoring the resin (Humphreyp Wodzicki and Pauling 1973). 
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In all cases the selected fz-, -ýents were stuet onto stubs using 
Aral- 
dite epoxy resin adhesive (Boyde and Woodq 1969). 
, microfossils were stuck 
face down on Reverse Peels Peels containing 
to stubs using Evostick adhesive with the organic matter (microspores) 
face upwards. Little success was met with this unorthodox technique. 
Latex Casts: Good quality impressions of fossil leaves were selected by 
binocular examination. A thin coat of pure rubber latex (L. R. Revultex) 
was applied to better preserved areas of the impression using a very 
fine brusht the brush being used to work the rubber in to the surface 
rtkUger 
details and/allowed to dry (Chaloner and Gay, 1973). Silicon rubber 
has also been used with a lot of success (Watson and Alvinp 1976). 
This rubber skin is then peeled off, discarded and the procedure 
repeated in order to generally clean up the specimen of any, dust and 
loose matrix material which may be present on the surface and would 
become very apparent under high magnification. 
Two thin coats of latex are applied to the clean specimen and allow- 
ed to dry. Subsequent coats (up to five) are then made with a latex 
rubber/filler paste mixture. This dries into a stablep medium hard 
rubber (the drying speed may be accelerated by placing the specimen 
under a desk lamp)and provides support to the very thin coat of the 
pure rubber. Once removed from the specimen, the latex cast can be 
trimmed with a single edge razor and the casts attached to stubs using 
Bostik 1 adhesive. 
All of the stubs were coated with a thin layer of gold palladiump 
(Carr, 1971) using either an Edwards vacuum coating unit or a N-7. 
International Scientific Instrument coating unit and were examined on 
a Cambridge Steroscan 12k. IT. A (operating at 10kV) or on a 1-41-7. Internat- 
ional Scientific Inst=ent Steroscan. All scanning electron micrographs 
included in this Thesis were taken on the latter machine. - 
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MICROFIýSSITS 
(see Chandral Kar and Lacey, 1977) 
Approximately 10 gram samples were taken from selected fragments and 
placed into poly-ethylene containers where the material was broken 
uD with steel needles. It was then washed in distilled water and bulk 
mac-erated using either llydroflýarie acid or a mixture of Schulze sol- 
ution and Hydroflaoxic acid and left overnight in a fume cupboard, 
The residue was washed by continual decanting from one container to 
anotherr after topping up with distilled water in order to dilute the 
acid. In the final stages a pipette was used to draw off the excess 
liquid to prevent disturbing the sediment. Prior to storagev the res- 
ulting slightly acid solutions were neutralised with a weak sodium 
hydroxide N/6) reagent and then bottled in glass containers. 
PHOWGRAPTIf 
Hand Specimens: These were photographed with an P 2-8 Exacta 35mm. 
camera with a 135mm. lens# extension rings and a1- dioptre close- 
up lens. The camera was attached to a Kodalc copying frame. Bellows 
could not be used because of camera shake and a macro-lens was not 
available. 25 ASA Panatomic X film was used. 
Illumination was provided by a double light bank consisting of 4x 
250 watt bulbs and this was supplemented with a Vickers focussing desk 
p6fb-vfýýt 
lamp. The specimens were A- either dry or under water or xylol, 
Slides: These were photographed with a Leitz automatic microscope 
camera with Panatomic X film, using either the built-in variable 
transmitted light source or in the reflected mode using two of the 
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Vickers focussing desk lamps positioned either side of the specimen 
stage with the t=smitted light switched off. 
r electron microscow: Photographs were taken with an at. carmins -4-ached 
Asahi-Pentax 35mm. camerawith a 1: 4/50 macro lens? special film and 
usine a cable release. The exposures were timed automatically by the 
built-in photo indicator lwiD. 
Printing: Photographs were printed with a Leitz Focomat IC, enlarger on 
bromide single weight paper and developed in a noxmal strengh solution 
of DPC developerv fixed in 'Kodafix',, washed and glazed on an IIDII gla- 
zing machine. 
All of the plates were made upt scales and numbers added and subse- 
quently rephotographed under glass and printed on A4 paper. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
A PERIMIAN FLORA FROM 
THE THERON MOUNTAINS 
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CIMPTER I 
SMI-ITIARY 
A collection of approximately fifty hand specimens from seven sub 
collections from the Theron 11ountainst Coats Land, Antarctic Yainland 
has been examined and contains some fourteen taxa. 
It includes sphenopsids, cycadopsids (Glossopteridaceae)? such as 
sterile leaves (six species), a possible fertile leafo of, aanz , amo, 
teris (two species), a scale leaf, Vertebraria indica and seeds. 
A single axis of uncertain affinity has also been discovered. 
The material is estimated to be of Sakmarian - Artinskian 
(Tower 
Permian) age. 
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rITITZODUCTION 
The first remains of Glossonteris leavest so characteristic of the 
Permo - Carboniferous Gondwana flora were described by Seward (1914)t 
examining material collected by Doctor Wilson during the ill-fated retu= 
from the pole during the Scott expedition of 1912. 
Although much of the material was poorly preser7edt Glossopte=is 
Indic , Glossopteris indica var. wilsonip scale leaves and doubtful 
Vertebraria were recognized in the fragments. 
This collection was referred to as the most important scientific 
discovery of the whole expedition (Debenhamv 1913). 
Fourteen years later a further discovery was made by Edwards (1928) 
who re-examined material collected on Perrar's expedition (1901 - 1904) 
by splitting the original specimens and identifying both Glossopteris 
indica and Dadoxylon wood. 
Since these early discoveriesp many sites-: kielding Glosso-otel-is 
fossils have been found# confirming beyond doubt that Antarctica 
has links with Gondwanaland. 
The majority of Pe=o - Carboniferous sites axe found in IEast 
Antarcticav usually occuxing at outcrops along the great Trans - 
Antarctic mountain chain. 
Such material has been described by manyp including Darrah (1936, 
1941); Plumstead (1962,196491975); Kr-Husel (1962); Schopf (1962,1965, 
19679 1970a, 1970b, 19719 19739 1976); Cridland (1963); Grindley (1963); 
Townrow (1967); Rigby (1969); White (1970); Lambrechtp Lacey and Smith 
(1973); Kyle (1974) and Lucas (1977). 
Few Glossopteris floras have been described in West Antarctica, 
although an isolated flora has been discovered in the Ellsworth mountain 
area by Craddock et al. (1965). A flora has also been found in the 
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Falkland Islands (approximately 1 300 kilometres north of Graham Land) 
and has been described by Halle (1912), Seward and Walton (1923) and 
reviewed by Adie (1962). 
The Theron mountains are formed of an escarpment 3tOOO feet (1,000 
metres) high and extend for sixty miles in a general north east to 
south west direction. At intervals the escarp , ment 
is broken by small 
glaciers which spill over the edge from the ice field aýove . T'he 
highest point attains to some 4POOO feet (1300 metres). 
The first plant fossils were collected by Sir Vivian Fuchs during 
a reconnaisance flight in 1956 and later more extensive collections 
were made by Stephenson. This material was later described by Plumstead 
(1962). 
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-%Ti: -: RTAL 
The material was collected by Doctor D. Brook during geological surv-- 
eying in the Theron Mountains and consists of fifty hand specimens 
from seven sub-collections made along the north-west facing exposures 
(refer to Table 1 and Text Figure 3)- Data from 3-rook (1972). 
TAB rE I 
PMMAN POSSIT, WCALITIES (f=m north-east to south-west) 
Third Party Material excluded from digitised copy. 
Please refer to original text to see this material. 
Descrii)tion of the fossil localities (from north-east to south-west) 
Z. 4R: This is the most prolific locality for plant fossils. The site 
is seven metres (approximately) below the summit of the ridge on the 
north-east of Goldsmith Glacier. 
Thin, light medium grey, thinly bedded and irregularly laminated 
coarse grained siltstones containing carbonaceous impressions of leaves 
and stems (details of leaf venation seen despite the coarseness of the 
matrix). 
Ii 
Third Party Material excluded from digitised copy. 
Please refer to original text to see this material. 
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Slightly lower down in the succession there are dark grey-black mud- 
stone shales about two metres thick containing abundant plant impressio 
both whole leaves and fragmented material. They are preser7ed am orange 
and brown carbonized coatings on bedding planes and the cell structure 
of woody stems is discernible. 
Z. 508: Thin dark grey-black shales and mudstone partings with abundant 
leaf and stem impressions occur near the base of the sequence. They 
occur as dark carbonaceous impressions on bedding planes and much of 
the fine detail is preserved. 
Z. 499. Z. 472, Z. 471-and Z. 498: Interbedded with the siltstones and 
sandstones of Lenton Bluff are coal and plant bearing mudstone and 
shale horizons# usually about one metre thick but attaining three 
metres in cases, The aggregate thickness is in excess of twenty metres 
and most of the fossil material. consists of poorly preserved fragmental 
stems but occasional horizons contain whole leaves with finely pres- 
erved detail. 
Z. 475 Lower fossiliferous horizon at base of Hount Faraway (Coalseam 
Cliffs). ' Plani fossils are more frequent and better preserved in the 
lower part of the succession, at least four coal or fossiliferous 
horizons being present below the basal sill. 
Whole leaves and stems are well preserved ani show fine detail as 
orange and brown carbonized coating3 on black mudstone interbedded 
with dark grey siltstones in two of these horizons but others possess 
only fragmentary stems. 
Refer to Text Figure 4 for sketch map of the Theron Mountains show- 
positions of the seven fossil sites. 
Third Party Material excluded from digitised copy. 
Please refer to original text to see this material. 
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SYSTEM-ATIC DESCRIPTION OF MIHE FMRA 
SPIENOPSTDA 
Equisetales 
Genus Paracalanites Zalessky 1927 
Zalessky erected this genus to include Permian articulated stems, and. 
rhizomes having the ribs of the pith cast opposite at each node as in 
Asterocalamites and not alternating at the nodes* 
Rigby (1966a) has proposed a more restricted use of this form genus 
to include stem fragments frequently referred to as Phyllotheca sp., 
Phyllotheca, deliquescens: and Schizoneura, sp. from deposits of Lower 
Gondwana age. He has insti4b"ted two species within the genusp, notably 
Paracalamites levis and Paracalamites australis, The former has inter- 
nodes shorter than the width of the stem and the latter has internodes 
longer than the width. 
Paracalamites australis Rigby 
(Plate 10) 
Several sphenopsid axes ranging in size from 0-9 centimetres long 
by 0-4 centimetres wide to 5-7 centimetres long by 1*1 centimetres 
wide, all with a fine ribbed surface (ribs approximately 1-0 millimetre 
apart) were recognized in the collection, 
These specimens compare well with Paracalamites australýLs described 
and figured by Rigby (1969) from Antarctica. 
The nodes are either absent from these fragments or else indistinct 
and the ribbingg when examined under a binocular microscope appears to 
be composed of even finer striationso which possibly represent the re- 
mains of the partially decomposed cellular pattern. Forty to fifty Of 
these striations are found per millimetre and they covcr the entire 
surface of the fossil, 
A compression, yielding carbon flakes exhibiting these fine striatiow 
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was used to provide material for bulk ma c eration I using both Hydro- 
flouric acid and concentrated Nitric acid to see if any wood fraGments 
or cuticle remains could be obtained. An examination of the diluted 
residue, however, provided negative results, 
One of the better impressions was selected by binocular ex=ination 
and a latex cast prepared from the specimen. Subsequent examination 
of the cast under the sca: nning electron microscope clearly revealed 
the fine striations on the surface but no further inform tion about the 
possible cellular pattexn could be obtained. This was 
I 
partly due 
. 
to 
the poor preservation which only became apparent under high magnific- 
ation. 
Other axes were present t measuring up to 4-6 centimetres long by up 
to 3-0 centimetres wide but were poorly preserved ani did not reveal 
a ribbing pattern. 
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CYCADOPSIDA 
Pte3: idospe=ales 
Glossopteridaceae 
Genus Glossopteris Brongmiarý 1828 
Established by Brongniart to include simplet entire fronds possessing 
a midrib, with -anastomosing and dichotomising secondary venation. 
this genusq along with its related genera 
Gangamopteris'and Palaeovittaria have been the subject of much debate, 
These three genera are more or less similar in external form/are usually 
distingaished from one another by the presence or absence of a midmlib 
and anastomosing of the secondazy veins. Glossopteris possesses a 
distinct midrib and a freely anastomosing secondary vein, forming 
meshes of great variety. In Gangamopteris there is no midrib but there 
is-free msstomosing of the secondary veins. Palaeovittaria possesses 
a midrib which is seen only in the lower part of the frond and shows 
no anastomosing in the secondary veins. 
These characters are for typical species only and there is a certain 
amount of gradation from one form to the nextt often leading to some 
confusion. 
The majority of palaeobotanists use a scheme of classification based 
on gross morphology and secondary venation when identifying specimens 
(Maheshwari, 1966), This may range from a very loose interpretation 
as put forward by Arber (1905) who had only thirteen species included 
in five types of'frond to far more rigid ideas of delimiting species 
as used by Plumstead (1962). 
Recently, evidence from cuticles has been used to increase the number 
of species of Glossopteris, nearly twofoldq evp. -i though the specimems 
may be morphologically indistiguishable (Surange-and Srivastavat 1956; 
Pant and Gupta, 1968v 1971 and Pant and Singhq 1971). Cuticles have 
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been used as a basis in providing altemative classifications which 
the authors suggest disprove the more orthodox schemes as species grouped 
together have different cuticles and some species from different genera 
have cuticles which are very similar. 
A third scheme uses the different type of fructifications associated 
with the leaves to again construct a so-called natural classification 
(Plumsteady 19529 1956 and 1958), This classification not only cuts 
across the orthodox boundariesy but'at the same time does not coincide 
with the evidence available from cuticles, 
Surange (1966) states that of the four types of evidence used in the 
classification of Glossopterisp notably'(J) gross morphology; (ii) ven- 
ation pattexn; (iii) epidermal structure and (iv) types of fructificationt 
all of them seem to disagree with one another. Recentlyq studies have 
been made on the epide= 1 structure of attached fructifications by 
Chandra and Surange (1976)9 but not enough evidence is available to 
include this in classification schemes at present. 
Lucas (1977) has described the possibility of a sixth type of evidence 
using information obtained by the examination of latex castst prepa=ed 
from good quality leaf impressions, with the scanning electron micro- 
scope, 
Stookey and Taylor (1978) have compared rubber moulds with the original 
surface of cuticles of Araucarites santaeo-rucis and found that surface 
artefacts were not formed by trapped air bubbles and that the mould 
=eveals all of the original specimen detail. However# because the spec- 
imens from which the moulds were taken had undergone some weatheringt the 
the'use of replicas provides a limited amount of information of taxonomic 
value. 
This obviously limits the technique for use with only good qUality 
-fossil impressions in order to obtain the most accurate information. 
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This technique has been used to good effect by Chaloner and Gay (1973); 
-Anderson 
(1976); DJI-Tichele and Phillips (1976); Watson and Alvin (1976) 
and Rigby (1978a) and its more widespread application# particularly in 
the case of Glosso-oteris, p is probably only a matter of time. 
white (1978) has put forward a reconstruction of the male cones of 
Glosso-oteris linearis McCoy and Glossopteris ample, Dana which show3 a 
whorl of gangamopteroid leaves between the cone and foliage whorlt 
suggesting that both Glossopteris and Gangamonte=is were borne on the 
same plant, The cone axist incidentally, revealed a characteristic gym- 
nosperm wood anatomy., 
Glossopterid leaves axe found throughout the Permo - Carboniferous 
period and extending into the Triassicq although Delevoryas (1969) has 
recorded glossopterid leaves from the Jurassic of Nexico. Wesley (1973) 
suspects that these leaves are nothing more than detached leaflets of,, 
Sageno-oteris and in fact Darrah (1936) wrongly identified leaves of 
Glossopteris as Sagenoi)teris cfe S. plurifoliat a mistake he retracted 
in a later paper (1941). 
The identification of Glossopteris leaves in this Thesis is based 
solely on gross morphology and venation pattern and undue splitting and 
lumping have been avoided. 
The following taxa have been recognized from the Theron Mountains and 
are listed in order of frequency. 
Glossopteri indica Schimper 
GlossoDteris communis Feistmantel 
Glossopteris browniana Brongniart 
C; IossoDteri_s_ angustifolia Brongniart 
GlossoDteris consniciia Feistmantel 
Glossonteris stricta Bunbury 
Glossopteris SPP. 
-%, -I -c O-z" ýs 
2S 
An account of these leavesp accompanied by the chief diagnostic charac- 
ters is outlined in the following notes. Glossonteris leaves are illust- 
rated in Plate 1: 4 2: 5 and 2: 6 and in Text Figures 5: A -D and 6: A. 
Glossopteris indica Schimper 
(Plate 1: 4 and 2: 5) 
One of the co-dominant leaf typesp with over forty recordings9 these 
leaves ranged in size from 5-0 centimetres long by 1-5 centimetres , 
wide to 8-3 centimetres long by 3-6 centimetres wide. The average dimen- 
sions were 6-5 centimetres long by 2-9 centimetres wide, 
The specimens are characteristically narrowp elliptic fronds which 
taper to base and apex. The apex is always acute and specimens up to 
30 centimetres have been recorded in the literature, 
In the middle the veins are parallelp with one or two median veins 
reaching the apex without turning aside. The first meshes formed by the 
lateral veins are polygonaly with two or three rows at an acute angle 
to the midrib. The veins then turn out at a more oblique angle to the 
margint forming parallelp narrow oblong meshes, 
Glossopteris comunis Peistmantel 
(Plate 1t4 and 2: 6) 
This is the second of the co-dominant frond types with over forty 
recordings. The leaves measure between 6-0 centimetres long by log cent- 
imetres wide up to 14-3 centimetres long by 3-2 centimetres wide, with 
an average of gol centimetres long by 2-5 centimetres wide. 
Arber (1905) included Glossopteris corummi with Cylossopteris indica 
on the grounds that none of the two frond types is constant. However, 
Rigby (1966,1978b); Kulkarni (1971) and Kovics - BridzBdy (1976) have 
chown that with careful observations and accurate drawincs of the sec- 
ondary venation? the two species can be distinguished. Confusion has 
arisen because the variation range of both species (and this is trae 
of many species of Glossopteris) may overlap, ma?. ing it sometimes 
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difficult to place certain leaves in either species. This would seem 
insufficient evidence on which to merge the two species, 
The frond is usually much narrower than for Glossopteris indica, 
6ve 
although both k tapering bases and apices, with the apex always acute. 
The secondary venation is extremely finel slightly arching away from 
the midribp forming very narrowp oblong meshes of similar size and ý, 
shape over the whole blade. Published results quote sizes in excess of 
20 centimetres for the length of large fronds, 
Glossonteris broi-miana Brongniart 
(Plate 1: 4) 1 
This species is found much less frequently than either of the two 
co-dominants, being recorded less than ten times.. 
Most of the remains are very fragmentaryg ranging in size from 1-8, 
centimetres long by 1*1 centimetres wide up to 5-5 centimetres long 
by 2o2 centimetres wide with an average of 3-7 centimetres long by 
1-8 centimetres wide, 
This species is characterized by its great variability in form and 
the leaves often attain a large sizeq being narrow elliptic in shape 
with an often obtusep contracted apex and distinct midrib, 
The secondary veins are strongly arched, forming oblong-polygonal 
meshes of approximately similar size. 
Glossoi: )teris. angustifolia Brongniart 
(Plates 329 and 3: 109 Text Fig=e 5: B) 
This species was recorded seven times with sizes ranging from 2-4 
centimetres long by 0-75 centimetres wide up to 5-1 centimetres long 
by 0-9 centimetres wide with an average measurement of 3-9 centimetres 
long by 0#8 centimetres wide. 
The leaves are lineart narrow and elongate with an acute or obtusely 
pointed apex and contracted base. The midrib is well marked and persists 
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almost to the apex. The secondary nerves are obliquev more or less 
arched near the midribv then becoming straight; crowded and forming 
rather narrowt elongate polygonal meshes. 
Text Figure 5: B shows one of the better preserved impressions exhib- 
iting the very well marked midrib and oblique secondary veins. 
A latex cast was prepared from this specimen and examined under the' 
stereoscan microscope and the results are shown in Plates 3: 9 and 3: 10. 
Plate 3: 9 is a low power view of the abaxial surface of the 'leaf', 
showing the large midrib and dichotomising secondary veins. Plate 3: 10 
is a high power view of two almost parallel secondary veins very prom- 
inent against the low relief of the lamina surface. 
Gould and Delevorras (1977) have described petrified leaves of GlossoD- 
teris revealing superb anatomical detail. The midrib consists of a closely 
spaced reticulum, of vascular bundles with a well developed bypodermis 
on both surfaces along the central reticulump especially On the - 
abaýcial 
side. The secondary veins of the leaf are supported abaxially and 
adaxially by fibre-like cellsp with a development of palisade (adaxial) 
and spongy (abaxial) mesophyll between the veins. This information helps 
towards interpretation of the latex casts made of Glossopteris impressions 
in a number of ways. The fine striated midrib seen under high power is 
simply the remains of the grouped vascular bundles and the fibre girders 
which support the secondary veins explain why these are very often very 
prominantly preserved (this is especially true for the abaxial surface 
where there is a greater development of supporting fibres). 
During fossilization (notably dehydration and compression)v the lamina 
will shrink considerably and it is likely that the abaxial surface will 
be greatly deformed as the epide=is contracts over the --ponar mesophyll. 
Inis deform tiont let alone damage due to decompositiong will obviously 
be very variable and must impose limitations on information retrieved 
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using this technique. I 
Glossopteris conspicua Peistmantel 
(Plates 3: 11 and 3: 12p Text Figure 5: A) 
These were small leavest ranging in size from 0-8 centimetres long 
by 0-4 centimetres wide up to 3*2 centimetres long by 0-7 centimetre3 
widev with an average measurement of 107 centimetres long by 0-5 cent- 
imetres wide. The species occured approximately seven times in the Coll- 
ection. 
The fronds are spathulate or oval lanceolate, with a distinct midrib. 
The secondary nerves fo= large open elongate meshes which are approx" 
imately the same size throughout the lamina. Meshes are oblong polygonaly 
transversely elongate and much longer than broad. Text Figare 5: A reveals 
the best preserved impression of this species and this specimen was 
used to prepare. the latex cast studied in Plates 3: 11 and 3: 12. 
Plate 3: 11 shows a low power view of the abaxial surface and reveals 
very strikingly the coarse meshwork of the secondary veins. The high 
, jower view of 
the vein dichotomy (Plate 3: 12) reveals the specimen to 
be less well preserved than the impression of Glossopteris_angustifolia 
studied earlier. This is interesting because under binocular examinationg 
the Glossopteris conspicu, looked superior. In this case the alight 
weathering has eroded the fine detail that was visible in Plate 3: 10- 
Glossopteris stricta Bunbury 
(Text, Figure 6: A) 
Only a single specimen was found of this species, measuring 5-6 cent- 
imetres long by 291 centimetres wide and is illustrated in Text Figure 
6: A. The venation was very poorly preser7ed but could be seen to run 
almost at right angles from the midrib to the edge of the lamina. 
In Glossopteris, ampla, Manat the venation is also almost perpendicular 
to the midrib but the secondazy meshes are coarser and the lamina is 
much wider. 
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The fronds of Glossorteris stricta are commonly elongate lanceolate 
in shape with a pointed apex and strong (often grooved) midrib. The 
fine secondary venation arises from the midrib and diverges across the 
lamina almost perpendicular to the midrib. Except near the midribp -&', he 
secondary veins are numerous and closep forming very narrow and trans- 
versely elongate meshes. 
Glossonteris spp. 
(Text Figure 5: 0 
Approximately nine -recordings of indetermin te Glossopteris, leaves 
were made and these ranged in size from 1*6 centimetres long by 0-5 
centimetres wide up to 4-7 centimetres long by 0-8 centimetres wide, 
In all cases the secondary venation was indistinct or even. absento making 
specific identification impossible. 
Text Figure 50 illustrates a typical examplev where the midrib has 
been preser7ed but there is no trace of secondary venation, The margin 
of this leaf also appears to have undergone damage prior to fossilization, 
Glossopteris sp. (cf,. g. indi ) and fructification?. 
(Text Figure 5: D) 
A single leaf fragment, vaguely resembling the Glossonteris indica, 
typev although poorly preservedt bears what appears to be a smaller 
leaf covering the main leaf midrib. Along the middle portion of this 
smaller leaf occurs a raisedt single branching protuberance. 
The venationg resembling that characteristic of Glossopteris iýdica, 
arises from around the protuberance and can be seen to continue to the 
margin of the larger leaf (ie. it is continuous over both the large and 
small leaf laminae). 
This suggests that although the protuberance itself lies above the 
larger leaf, the smaller leaf may lie above (ie. thin enough to reveal 
the midrib and venation of the larger leaf) or underneath the larger 
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Text Figure 5t A. Glossopteria cr-nsr4ci-ti 1-7cm. lone x: 0-6cm. 
wide. Specimen -Number Z. 498.20 
B. Glossonteris anPn--tifOlI, 'L. 5*lc=. long % O-gc=. 
wide. Specimen Number Z. 49S. 20 
C. Glossopteris sp. 4-4cm long x 0-9cm. wide. 
Specimen Iýumber 7,. 4S7.43 
D. Glossopteris sp. and fructification ?. 2-4cm 
long x 1-55 cm wide. Specimen i*,, u=ber Z-487.16 
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frond. 
Plumstead (1952) has described a fructification called Scutum dutoit- 
ides attached to Glossopteris indicap consisting of a shortp stiff 
pedicel attaching the fructification to the top of the petiole, an 
outer wing and inner raised fertile portion. The wing is thin, smoothly 
textured and measures overall 3-3 centimetres long by 1*8 centimetres 
wide. Scu dutoitides is therefore considerably larger than this 
possibly fructification. 
Kový= - EndrRY 
(1974) has described seed-bearing Glossopteris 
leaves (in particular Glossopteris browniana types bearing Cardiocarpus- 
seeds) and these seeds have a thin outer wing (sarcotesta) and an inner 
thick sclerotesta. The seeds measure 15 - 17 millimetres long and 11 - 
12 millimetres wide. 
It is likely that this possible fructification may be seed-like 
in character but the specimen is too poorly preserved to enable further 
information to be obtained. 
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Genus GangamoDteris McCoy 1875 
Ganr-, amopteris is an important member of the Glossopteridaceae and was 
first described by McCoy in 1647 from Australia. It is probably the 
oldest member of the Glossopteris flora and in all Lower Gondwana dep- 
osits it is the first to appeart either alone or mixed with Glossopteris. 
It is this fact which makes it of immense stratigraphical value. 
In its gross morphologyq Gangamo-oteris appears very similar to GlossoD- 
Leria. It differs 0 howevert in that it 
has no midrib and the veins 
are either radiating from the lower median, portion of the leaf or formý- 
ing a group of almost parallel anastomosing veins occupying the position 
of the midrib. 
As with Glossopteris, evidence from the type of fructification 
(Plum- 
stead, 1956) and type of cuticle (Suxange and Srivastava, 1956) is in 
conflict with evidence from gross morphology and venation patte=a. 
This*has led to a suggestion that leaves which possess cuticles and, or, 
fructifications should be described under different specific names from 
those leaves which possess neither. 
mithy (1966) claims that although this method might result in nome. -I- 
clatumal duplicationg it will nevertheless resolve much of the confusion 
between cuticular and non-cuticular forms, This is a matter of much 
debate. 
cf. Gansranopteris angustifolia McCoy 
(Text Figure 6: 0 
A single speciment measuring 4-4 centimetres long by 0-9 centimetres 
wide was recognized in the collection, 
Although the venation was poorly preservedq the overall shape and 
pattexn of the secondary veins is identical to species of Ganp-amo-oti-ris 
angustifolia. 
In this species the leaves are linear lanceolate in shape with a well 
marked median groove. The apparent midrib does not persist for more 
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than one third of the length of the lamina and this was probably mach 
less in the actual specimen as the aDex of the frond is missing. This 
apparent midrib, is thereafter replaced by diverging veins which continue 
to the margin of the leaf. 
cf. GangamoDteris spp. 
(Text Figure 6: B) 
Two complete fronds were recorded, apart from some smaller frag-ments, 
one measuring 3o2 centimetres long by 0-6 centimetres wide and the 
other 5-8 centimetres long by 1-85 centimetres, wide. The first specimen 
was very poorly preserved and yielded little detail. The second spec- 
imen (illustrated in Text Figare 6: B) is more interesting as it appears 
to have a dividing midrib, almost parallel dichotomising secondary ven- 
ation and an apical notch. It does not compare with any previously 
described species of Gangamopterist although the apical notch is reminis- 
cent to some extent of Glossopteris cordata which has a much shorter 
length frond giving a heart-shaped appearance. 
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Text Figure 6: A. Glossonteris stricta. 5-6cm long x 2-1cm wide. 
Specimen Number Z-787.34 
B. cf. Ganzn=opteris sp. 5-8cm long x 1-85cm 
wide. Specimen Number Z. 487.49 
C. cf. Ga-nrarnoDteris =mlstifolia. 4-4cm lons- x 
0-9cm wide. Spacimen, 'Number Z-487.19 
D. Scale leaf. 5-0= long x 3-2mm wide. 
Specimen Number Z-508.2 
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SCAM, LEAVES 
Scale leaves of Glosso-oteris were first recognized by Arber (1902) 
and these have frequently been used as supporting evidence in propo- 
sing to merge the two genera Glossopteris and Gangamopteris. 
Scale leaves are usually smalIq have no midribp possess fine dichot- 
omous and anastomosing venation and are very strongly curved in either 
a concave or convex shape. They are generally found isolated in the 
matrix and are thought to serve a protective function 
(as do. bud scales) 
and may in fact form cones (Whitep 1978). 
Scale leaf 
(Text Figure 6: D) 
A single specimen of a scale leaf was recognized in the collection 
and is illustrated in Text Figure 6: D. The specimen measures 5-0 milli- 
metres long by 3-2 millimetres in width and although no venation was 
disceinablet the small leaf was very strongly convex in shape. 
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Genus Vertebraria Royle 1840 
The genus Vertebraria was founded on impressions of plant axesp some 
of which, from the evidence of attached roots, were thought to be either 
large roots or rhizomes. 
Vertebraria axes are elongate$ flattenedt cylindrical casts which may 
be simple or branched and often bear root-like organs. In specimens 
preserved parallel to the bedding plane, the cast as seen in surface 
view is formed of two or three longitudinally disposed series of oblong, 
almost square areas. Otherso less frequently are preserved at right 
angles to the bedding plane and take the form of a5 -10 (more commonly 
6) armed star-shaped section. 
Vertebraria was one of the first genera of fossil to be identified 
from central Antarctica (Seward, 1914) and its structurep anatomy and 
interpretation has been the subject of several key papers by Walton and 
Wilson (1932); Surange and Maheshwari (1960); Schopf (1965,1971) and 
Gould (1973). 
Gould (1973) concludes that the numerous roots arising from the axis,, 
in association with the large spaces (reminiscent of aerenchyma) indic- 
ate that Vertebraria was an underground axis or root. It has also been 
found that the secondary wood of Vertebraria is identical to Araucar- 
ioxylon arberi Seward and. Araucarioxylo benmlense Holden as described 
in 11aheshwari (1972). 
This stongly suggests that Vertebraria was the underground axial 
system of these trurd-ts, which it is postulated may have boxne the fol- 
iage of Glossopteris (Schopf, 1970). 
Vertebraria indica Royle 
(Plates 1: 2 and 1: 3, Text Figure 7: A and B) 
Two types of axis are represented in the collection and these are 
illustrated in Plates 1: 2. and 1: 3. The size of the specimens varies from 
1-5 centimetres long by 0*1 centimetres wide up to 10 centimetres long 
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Text Figure 7: A. Vertebra=ia indica (t7pe b). Transverse section. 
3m wide. Specimen Number Z. 4S7.55 
B. Vertebraria indica (type b). 10cm long x 4= wide. 
SpacimenN =ber Z. 487-55 
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by 1-2 centimetres wide for type a (Plate 1: 2) and 15 centimetres long 
by 0-8 centimetres wide for the sincle type b (Plate 1: 3) specimen. 
The difference between the two types is in the dimensions of the con- 
stituent oblong blocksp which are narrower and longer in type b, probably 
representing a difference in environmental conditions. 
Specimens were found in which the block nature of the axis was, dis- 
cernible and this was strikingly revealed in small specimens preserved 
perpendicular to the bedding plane (refer to Text Figure 7tA). In this 
particular examplep the transverse section reveals six radiating arms. 
Text Figure 7: B illustrates a very elongated Vertebraria axis showing 
large numbers of lateral roots. 
As all of the fossils were preserved as thin compressions or impres- 
sionsq anatomical details could not be studied. 
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SflEDS 
Isolated seeds are often commonly found in Tower Gondwana collections 
and the three most frequently recognized are Cardiocarpus Bron, --iiart; 
CordeLlearpus Geinitz and. Samaropsis Goeppert, 
These seeds, of various sizest consist of a central region (nucellus 
or part of the integument) which can be differentiated from an outer 
region which forms, a wing and may be of vaz7ing width. 
Genus Samaropsis Goeppert 1864 
cf. amaropsis sp. 
(Plate 2: 7t Text Figure 8: A and B) 
Several small compressions were found of the remains of seeds and in 
most cases the preservation was very poor. 
It was attempted to isolate one of the better preserved examples by 
bulk masceration but unfortunately this was unsuccesful. 
The best preserved specimenis illustrated in Plate 2: 7 and Text Fig- 
ure 8. It measures 0-55 centimetres long by 0--4 centimetres wide with 
a raised central region 0-35 centimetres lonev 0-37 centimetres wide 
and 0-4 millimetres thick. From these dimensions the seed would appear 
to possess a very narrow wing (1-5 -5 millimetres wide) and this my have 
been caused by shrinkage andjortdecomposition during fossilization. 
The thickened central region was removed with steel needlest embedded 
in resin and sections made using the standard peel technique, From the 
section (Text Figure 8: B) no internal details could be perceivedt except 
for the possible remains of marginal veins or cavities, but the section 
does reveal that the seed hcis undergone considerable compression. 
Schopf (1962) has described seeds of Samaropsis longiit which are 
quite small in size measuring 4-5 millimetres in diameter with a cen- 
tral region of 3-4 millimetres across and a wing 0-5 millimetres wide. 
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Text Figure 8: A. Seed. - 0-55cm lonC x 0-4cm wide. Specimen N=ber 
Z. 487.42 
B. Section thrcmgh above ceed. 3*25= wide x 0-4, -= 
thick. Specimen Namber Z. 487.42 
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These measurements would appear to agree very closely with the seeds 
from the Theron Mountains and suggest that these seeds may belong in 
genus San ropsis. The specimens are too poorly preser7ed to warrant 
specific comparisons. 
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TITCERTAT', SrDTS 
(Plate 2: 8, Text Figure 9: A and B) 
A single axis, approxim tely 9*8 centimetres long by 0-7 - 1-0 cent- 
imetre wide possesses what appears to be three nodesp with two complete 
intexnode sectionst 2-8 and 3-4 centimetres in length. 
Covering the entire surfacef although more noticeable on the two 
'upper' intexnode sections are small scars measuring 1-2 millimetres 
in diameter. They range in shape from almost spherical to longitudinally 
elongate and even diamond-like in appea=ce and it is unkno,, m whether 
these scars were made by leavest scales or seeds or perhaps a combination 
of any of the three. 
RigbyvJ. P. (IaceyqW. S., pers, comm. ) rejects the suggestion that it 
may have been lycopsid as there is no apparent regular phyllotaxis in 
the arrangment of the scars andhe rules out the possibility that it may 
have been a Cordaite stem or conifer short shoot as the scars do not 
seem right. He suggests that it may possibly be a fructification of the 
Dictyopteridium type which has irregular scars but without nodes. It 
is possible that these may be ýAz rezv#-, e frexerv-ýIOA. 
10aheshwari (1965) regards Dictyo-pteridi as a modified leafv whereas 
Surange and Chandra (1973) and Rigby (1978a) regaid it as radially 
symmetrical and possibly cone like. In either of these explanations of 
Dict. YoDteridium the imum length recorded is 4-0 centimetres by 1-0 
centimetre wide, much smaller than the axis studied here. 
Kendostrobus, a possible male fructification was described by Suxan(; e 
and Chandra(1974) and it is thought to be cone-likep but again it meas- 
ures only 4-0 centimetres long and 0-5 centimetres wide. 
Surange9lCe Ro (IaceytW. S., pers. comm. ) comments that the axis does 
not look like any fructification of Glossopteris (as the margins of fruc- 
tifications are always distinctq regular and smooth) and does not look 
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Text? igure 9: A. Axis. 9-8cm long x 0-7 - 1-Ocm wide. Specimen 
Number Z. 508.3 
B. Detail of axis internode section. Scars 1- 2mm 
in diameter. Specimen Number Z-508.3 
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likely to be a cone or lycopod. He concludes that the axis may repres- 
ent an apical shoot which has shed its spirally arranged leaves. 
White (1978) has described a partially petrified axis bearing linear- 
lanceolate leaves of GlossoDteris linearis arranged in whorls on a close 
spiral, a whorl of modified, small gangamopteroid leaves and a terminal 
male cone. The axis is over 11-0 centimetres long and tapers from a 
width of 2-0 centimetres. 
Smithies (1978) has described an axis from the Lower Peraian of South 
Africa which has diagonal rows of smallt well spqcedt transversely orien- 
tated lenticular to rhomboid scars. The axis measures over 24-0 centi- 
metres long and up to 2-8 centimetres wide. She regards the axis as 
having lycopod affinities. 
It is possible that the axis described here represents the incomplete 
remains of a terminal shoot of a Glossopteris plant after it has shed 
all of its leavesq scales or cone. The nodes could represent the growth 
scars of the branchlet. 
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MCF0,1171cssirs 
Samples were made by bulk mascaration from three rock specimens: num- 
bers Z-472.14, Z. 471.3 and Z. 475.3B although microfossils could only 
be obtained from Z. 472,14. 
Pb3rlum Protozoa 
Class Gy=omyxa (Sarcodina) 
Order Foraminifera 
Two or possibly three types of animal fossil were recognized and are 
the remains of vexy small amoeboid organisms which possessed a shell 
and are included in the diverse order Foraminifera. 
Two distinct forms of roraminifera, are recognized; a porcellanous fo= 
in which the shell is calcareoust porcellanous and not perforated by 
canals but provided with one or two large apertures through which the 
pseudopodia, K and a calcite foxm in which the shell is perforated by num- 
erous canals for the passage of pseudopodia. 
In generalq six characters are used in the identification of both 
living and fossil specimens. These deal with the general appearance; 
size, number and arrangement of the chambers; shape of the sutures; 
composition, thickness and perforations of the wall; relationship and 
Position of the aperture and colour (not usually evident in the fossil 
form). 
Foraminifera spp. 
(Text Figuxe lo: A - E) 
In total, five specimens were recognized and these are all illustrated 
in Text Figure 10. Four of them are of the calcite form (Text Figure 10: 
B- E) and only one of the porcellanous form (Text Figure lo: A). 
Identification has proved very difficult and has been restricted to 
making comparisons with illustrations in Cushm. = (1950) and Moore (1904). 
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Text Figure 10: A. Foraminifera, sp. (type a) 158ý= long x 9ý= wide. 
Specimen Number Z. 472.14 
B. Fora--iniferasp. (type b). 90ý= x 75ý= in diameter. 
Specimen Nu: mber Z. 472.14 
C. Foraminifera sp. (type b). 10Cý= x 8ý= in diameter 
Speci. menliumber Z. 372.14 
D. Foraminifera sp. (type b or c). 65 x 4Eý= in 
diameter. Specimen Number Z. 472.1r 
E. Fora=lnifera sp. (type b or c). 86ý= x 6Cý= in 
diameter. Specimen lNumber Z. 472.14 
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Moore (1964) lists fo= orders and these are Textulariinal, Pusulininaq 
Niliolina, and Rotalina plus an Incertae Sedis grOup. 
The fossils appear to have more in common with representatives of the 
Fusulininap although comparisons can also be made to a lesser e: dtent 
with the Rotalina. Within the Fusulininag Foraminifera types b, and c 
illustrated in Text Figure 10: B -E could be included in the family 
Endotb7-ridae as they share many characteristics with the genera Endo- 
thV and Biseri =aina. 
Although this must be regarded only as a tentative classificationg 
since few specimens were found and were not all that well preservedv 
it has raised an interesting point as the Fusulinina (which is =epres- 
ented by extinct families only) has not been found in Antarctica (Moo=ej, 
1964). 
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DIT, 3 =15 s -- ý,: I 
Ime following lists are of 
tama =ecog, izeýi Jr= 4%-, 17. e se-7en sub-collec- gn 
tions f--o= the Theron 11: untains, Antarctica as described in c! Lapter one 
of this Thesis. Those species ma: 6ced with an asterisk indicate a new 
record for the localit-r. 
Collection 'Iý=ber Z. dS 
* GlossoDteris indica Schi=pex 
* GlossoDteris cor--ý--njs Peis-mantel 
Giozso-oteris browniana B--ongaiart 
Glossonteris an. 4-m-stifolia -lr=. -=ia=t 
Glossonteris cons-nicua Feistmantel 
Glossopteris stricta B=bu=7 
Glossonte=js SDP. 
Glossoz: teris sm. and fructification ? 
c. ". Ga: w--=oDte=is angustifolia McC07 
cf. Gan. --? ---oDte=is sp. 
Vertebra-ria indica Royle 
Cf. Sa=--, ODsis sp. 
Axes (indete=inate) 
Collection VT=ber Z, 5o8 
* Glossonteris L-idica Schimper 
* Glosso-otem-i3 co--=anis Feistrn-tel 
Glosso-oter4g brounip-na B=rigniart 
* Glosso-oteris anz-astifolia Brongniart 
* Glossorteris ccnsDicua Feistm=tel 
Glossonteris SD. 
Cf. C2l'IrP. -30ntZriS SD. 
Vertebraria LndlcA Royle 
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Scale leaf 
Axis (possibly of Glossopteris) 
Collection ]; "--b,? r Z. A99 
* Paracalamites austmIls Rigby 
Collection 17-vx*e-r Z. A72 
GlossoT)teris indiLa/22=mis 
Glossopteris indi2. a rowniana 
* GlossoDteris consDicua Feistmantel 
* Foraminifera spp. 
Collection M=ber Z-M 
Glossopteris bro,, miana/consoicua 
Collection Thmber Z. AQ8 
* Glossopteris. angustifoli Brongniart 
* GlossoDterls conspicua Feistmantel 
Glossopterfs sp. 
Vertebrarla indica Royle 
Collection Ni=ber Z. 475 
Vertebmria indica Royle 
Organic remains 
Z. 437 is by far the largest sub-collection and contains ten out of 
the total of the thirteen or more taxa recognized from all of the-sub- 
collections. It would appear to be almost identical in composition with 
the other large sub-collection Z. 508 which is from a similar horizon. 
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In combinationg Z-487 and Z-508 represent the bulk of the entire 
collection and include all but two of the taxa. 
The other collections which are all from lower horizons are too small 
and contain too few taxa for any effective comparisons to be made. 
20=12tp foggil flnrm (all represented in Z-487 and Z-508 except for 
those species marked with a dash). 
- Paracalamites australis Rigby 
Glossopteri indica Schimper 
Glossopteri communis Feistmantel 
Glosso'Oteris brownian Brongaiaxt 
Glossopteris angustifolia Brongniart 
GlossoDteris conspicua Feistmantel 
Glossopteris stricta Bunbury 
Glossopteris sp, and fructification ? 
cf. Gang-amo-oteris angustifolia McCoy 
cf. Ganmmopteris sp. 
Scale leaf 
Vertebraria indica Royle 
cf. Samaropsi sp. 
Axis (possibly of Glossopteris) 
Axes (indeterminate) 
- Foraminifera spp. 
COTIPOSTTION 
The flora is characterized by a domination of cycadopsid leavesp in 
particular species belonging to Glossopteris indica and Glossopteris 
communis. Glossonteris brownianag Glossopteris anrustifolia and 
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Glossopteris conspicua, are represented to a much lesser extentf with 
GlosSODteris stricta being extremely rare. 
Seeds (cf. San-aronsis sp. )q scale leaves and species of Ganrz-amonterls 
are alio uncommon and there is a complete absence of lycopsids, pterop- 
sidsq coniferopsids and northem elements of any kind. 
Vertebraria indica, although found In three of the sub-collections 
is only locally abundant (ie. occurs on only a few hand specimens). 
COMPARTSONTS WIT-11 0 =- PWRAS FROM ANTAPOTTOA 
(refer to Table 2) 
Plumstead (1962) has desribed floras from three levels in the Theron 
Mountains and a larger, richer flora from the nearby Whichaway Nunataks. 
The smaller Theron Mountain collections have five taxa in common with 
the present materialt these being Phyllotheca australis (re-detemnined 
by Rigbyq 1969 as Paracalamites australis)p two species of 
-GlOssopterist 
scale leaves and Vertebraria indica. 
The Whichaway Nunatak flora has six taxa in commong, including four 
species of Glossopterisq Gangamopteris angustifolia and Vertebraria 
indi , 
White (1970) has described a flora from the Prince Charles Mountains 
in MacRobertson Land having four taxa in commont including Gangamo-pteris. 
an-austifolia. 
Other floras which compare with the present collection include the 
Buckley Coal Measure flora (Grindleyv 1963) and Law Glacier area flora 
(Lambrecht,, Lacey and Smithv 1973 and Lucas, 1977) which have four to 
six taxa in co=on but do not contain Ganmnopteris anmstifolia. 
COýTjkRTSONS WTTH OTHER FLORAS ITLODI TM, REST OF GOInY.; A-'TAL%: D 
(refer to Table 
Africa:, The flora compares with the Mid - Ecca of South Africa as 
Third Party Material excluded from digitised copy. 
Please refer to original text to see this material. 
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'L. Beaufort, S. Africa -a .81 -1 
U. Ecca, S. Africa 0 0 0 - *1 Lacey et al (1975) 
X. Eccal S. Africa 0 40 0 
ta 
Roux 1--derson (1977) 
L. Ecca, S. Africa 0 0 
Wankie, Rhodesia 0 0 0 0 *1 Lace7 & Enard-l-bine (19,56) 
Tete, Mozambique 0 01, a 0 * *I Oliveira- (19729 1975) 
Luan wa Zambia 0 
- 0 0 0 
I 
0 jLacey ý Smith 0972) 0 ) e , I 
TAICas 1 77 
Tangadzi, Mlawi 0 0 10 
L 0 01 01 Lacey Z: Kurt=-i (1969) 
U. Coal, "LI. S. W. 0 0 0 igby (1966a) 
L. Coal, N. S! W. (1928) 
U. Bowen, Obieensland tigby 
(1962) JHM (1952)t R 
1L. Bowenp Queensland .01 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 Val3kom (1922) 
Kaloola, Queensland 0 0 0 Rigby- (1972a) 
Perth & Collie, W. Aust 0 * 0 Rigby (1966b) 
U. Coal, Tasmania 
- liveira 
(1975) 
, Tasmania Coal 0 0 0 
BaJo de la Leona, Argent, 0 'D 
Archangelsky (195( 8 1965919&, 
Serie Bonete, Argentina 0 0 a 
4, rchangelsky &Ar=ndo (19"(0 
, ent 
Bajo de los 7elez, Arg 0 Rigby (1972b) 
Nueva Lubecka, Argentina 0 
Rio do Rasto, Brazil 
Hendes (1952) 
Est. Nova, Brazil 
Rigby (1972b) 
I. rati, Brazil lz6sleer (1975avl97FO, 1978) 
Guatg., Brazil 0 0 0 White (1908) 
Ita--are, Brazil 
Raniganj, India 41 1 0 0 0 a 0 0 Ku. 131==i 
(1971) 
Barren Neasures, India 01 0 * * 0 0 0 Lele (1976) 
"Barak-ar, India 0 0 -Maheshwari (1970) 
7-arharbari, India 0 0 Op 0 0 0 0 0 1"aithy (1965) 
Talchit-, India 0 q 0 0 
4 
sunan4; e (1975) 
Iafonixan, : alkland Is. F 0 0 0 
16 - T Halle (1912) 
& Wnlt, -n (1923) 
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described by Oliveira (1975) and le Roux and Anderson (1977); the Upper 
Wankie district of Rhodesia (Lacey and Huard - Moineq, 1966); the Tete 
region of Mozambique (Oliveira, 1972,1975); the Upper Luangwa valley 
in Zambia (Lacey and Smithp 1972 and Lucast 1977) and with the flora 
from the Tangadzi River in Malawi (Lacey and Kulkaxniq 1969). 
-a) Coal Measures of Australi - The flora compares with the Lower (Gret 
New South Wales (Walkoms 1928 and Rigbyq 1966 ); the Lower Bowen Series 
of Queensland (Walkomt 1922; Hillp 1952 and Rigbyp1962); the Perth 
and Collie Basin in West Australia (Rigbyl 1966b) and with the Lower 
Coal Measures of Tasmania (Oliveira, 1975) 
South America: The flora compares with the Bajo de la Leona Series of 
Santa Cruz in Argentina (Archangelskyt 1958P 1965# 1968 and Rigbyt 1972b) 
and with the Guata Formation of Brazil (Rigby, 1972b and V6sler, 1978). 
Tndia The flora compares with the ICarharbari Stage of the Lower Gond- 
wana and also with the younger Raniganj Stagep although Gangamopteris 
angustifolia occurs only in the former (Surange, 1975; Lele, 1976 and 
Maheshwarij 1976). 
Palkland Tslands: The flora compares with that from the Lafonian System 
of Fast Falkland (Hallet 1912 and Seward and Waltont 1923). 
AGE 
(refer to Table 
The collection is of undoubted Permian aCe and compares with many floras 
from Antarctica and from the rest of Gondwanaland, 
Gan; ramoDteris anpustifolia is confined to lower horizons in the 
Permo - Carboniferous era (Du Toitq 1954) and Plumstead (1962) states 
that the presence of Cangamopteris indicates that the rocks may safely 
be regarded as not younger than of Lower Permian age, This is disputed 
by '. %rhite (1970) who states that althouch the large GanmmoDteris leaves 
of cyclopteroides type were extinct by the Upper Permiant this is not 
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true for the smaller leaved anszustifolia type and that Gangamo-oteris 
angustifolia has been found in the Upper Permian Bandazma Formation 
in Queensland, Australia (Whitep 1961). 
In the present collection there is an absence of so-called advanced 
GlossoDteris leaves such as Glossopteris, elonpat _S n: Glossopteris 
retife which are commonly found in the upper horizons, 
The majority of the species are of little stratigraphical value (Arch- 
angelsky, page 6,1958) and are more usefully thought of as a group and 
compared with other assemblages, 
The present flora from the Theron Mountains compares very well with 
the Mid - Ecca and Tete floras of Africa 
(Sakmarian 
- Artinskian); the 
Gretav Lower Bowen and Perth & Collie floras, of Australia (Sakmarian- 
Artinskian/iCungerian); the Bajo de la Leona and Guata floras of South 
America (Sakmarian - Kungerian) and with the Karharbari flora of India- 
(Artinskian). 
It is suggested that the present flora is of Lower Permian (Sakmarian 
- Artinskian) age. 
ENMON =- 
Eighty-two percent of the collection is made up of fronds of Glossor- 
teris, the remaining eighteen percent including seeds and assorted 
axes and are all included in seven genera, 
Some of the blocks (Z-508.2) contain a large assemblage of overlap- 
ping leaves in a fairly fragmented state. This is also true to a certain 
extent with the axis-remains. This suggests that the material my have 
been transported some distance prior to deposition and subsequent fossil- 
ization in much slower moving waters. The presence of Foraminifera in the 
strata reveal the lacustrine environment to have been biologically active 
and probably not far from the fossil beds. 
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Plate 1-1 Paracalarnites australis. 1-Ocm. wide. 
Specimen Number Z. 499.8 
Plate 1.2 Vertebraria indica (ty-pe a). 1-9cm. wide. 
Si)ecimen Number Z. 487.55 
Plate 1-3 Vertebraria indica (tipe bý. 1-5cm. wide. 
S, )ecimon Number Z. 475.4 
Plate 1*4 Glossr)-)teris spp. From top to bottom, frf-igment of 
Glo-sontoris of. indica/bro%mianaa, Glossopteris indica 
and three specimens of Glossopteris coimmunis type. 
Specimen Number Z. 487.51 
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Plate 2-5 Glossontcri-s inclica. 5-80m. long x 2-5c: n. wide. 
Specimen ITumber Z. 487-32 
Plate 2-6 Clossopteris co=mis. 7-3cm. long x 2-Ocm. wide. 
Specimen Number Z. 487.49 
Plate 2-7 Possible seed. 0-55cm. long x 0-4cm. 1-ri'le. 
Specimen Number Z. 487.42 
Plate 2-8 Internodal? section of axis of uncerItain affinity. 
2-8cm. long x 0-95cm. wide. 
Specimen Number Z-508.3 
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Plate 3-9 Scanning electron microgra-, h of latex cast of Glos opteris 
an-ustifolia. Abaxial sarf'ace. 7-la-E7dfication 
approximately X 40. Stub i. 
Specimen Number Z. 498.20 
Plate 3-10 Scanning electron microýrraph of latex cast of 31osso-Oter-242 
angustifolia. Abaxial surface. I, lamification anprox- 
imately X 170. Stub i. 
Specimen Number Z. 498.20 
Plate 3-11 Scanning electron microp3r-aph of latex cast of Gulossopteris 
cons-picua. Abaxial slirface. 'viagnifica: tion a-o-orox- 
imately X 40. Stub 
Specimen Number Z. 458.20 
Plate 3-12 Scanning electron micrograph of latex cast of Glossopteris 
cons7oicita. Aba-xial surface. Ea. ýmification approx- 
imately X 17). Stub 
Specimen Number Z. 4ý8.20 
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CHAPTER TWO 
A TRIASSIC FLORA FROM 
LIVINGSTON ISLAND 
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CHAPTER 2 
SUI-MARY 
A Triassic flora is described from new collections made on Livingston 
Island in the South Shetlands,, Antarctica. 
The material consists of over sixty - five hand specimens from three 
sub - collections and contains at least twelve taxag including possible 
bryopsids, sphenopsids, a pteropsidl cycadopsids, coniferopsids and 
many indete=inate rootst stems and leaves. 
Some specimens show a lignitic form of preservation and have in some 
cases revealed internal structure on sectioning, 
The collection has been dete=ined as of probable Ladino - Camian 
(upper Mid - lower Upper Triassic) age. 
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nTT? ODUCTTOII 
I)uring the British Antarctic Expedition of 1910 - 1913, Priestley 
discovered carbonized wood in a boulder on the west side of a glacier 
now named after him. This was described by Seward (1914) as Antarctic- 
oxylon but later transferred by Walton (1925a) to Rhe-coxylon, a charac- 
teristic Triassic genus from South Africa, 
A Triassic age determination for-this wood has been disputed on a 
number of counts. For examplegno. Triassic site has ever been found 
on the west side of Priestley Glacier and Kr9usel has questioned Walton's 
identification. Schopf (1962) has recorded Antarcticoxylon from the 
Permo - Caxboniferous iDeriodg although he has also recorded this wood 
from Lower Triassic deposits (Schopf, 1973). - 
Plumstead (1962) has described a very poorly preserved Triassic 
flora from four sites at the head of the Upper Taylor Glacier in the 
Ross . Sea axea. X379usel (1962) described the wood collected from these 
same deposits. 
More recently Townrow (1967) has described three Triassic floras 
from Allan Nunatak (Victoria Land) and from the Mll and Shackleton 
Glaciers. These were partly described by Grindley et-al. (1964). 
Orlando (1968) described a small Triassic flora from Livingston 
Island in the South Shetlands. A subsequent larGer collection was made 
and this, is the material with which this chapter is concerned. 
A review of early Nesozoic Antarctic floras was made by Rigby and 
Schopf (1969) and updated an earlier one made by Plumstead (1963)9' 
but this did not include details of the Livingston Island Flora. 
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I AT-z-RTAL 
Livingston Island is the second largest member of the South Shet- 
land Group and lies north-west of the Antarctic Peninsula. It is situ- 
ated between latitude 62*27' and 62*48'S. and longitude 59*45' and 61015'W. 
It measures approximately 70 kilometres long by 35 kilometres wide 
and lies between Snow Island to the West and Greenwich Island to the 
Eastf separated from the Antarctic Peninsula by the Bransfield Strait. 
The South Shetlands form part of the Scotia are which is a continuous 
submarine ridge joining South America to Western Antarctica. 
Plant material was originally collected for the British Antarctic 
Survey by G. J. Hobbs in 1959 and described by Orlando (1968). 
Recently new material was collected by M. R. A. Thomson and J. L. 
Smellie from the same locality (Williams Point), a small peninsula in 
the northwest of the island (refer to Text Figure 11). 
The Point is largely formed of a columnar jointed basaltic sill, 
underlain by sub-horizontal well bedded greyish caxbonaceous mudstones 
and fine sandstones,, 
To the south are one or possibly two coalescing volcanic vents and 
another cliff exposure of a columnar sill which may well once have been 
continuous with that of Williams Point proper. Sediments exposed beneath 
this sill , south of the ventg consist of coaxse grained iron sandstones 
and conglomerates. 
Four fossil sites were found and collections totalling over sixty-five 
hand specimens were made at three of these sites, The best exposure of 
the mudstone - sandstone fossiliferous sequence is on the west side of 
the point and Immediately north of the vents. Unfortunately it is not 
accessible from the cliff top and access by sea would probably be dang- 
erous. Refer to Text Figure 12 for the position of the fossil sites. 
Third Party Material excluded from digitised copy. 
Please refer to original text to see this material. 
r 
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Locility A. Detrital materfal (Specimens P. 224.17 - P. 224.55) 
This is one of the best sites and the specimens collected from sur- 
face debris form the bulk of the collection. 
It is thought that this debris resulted from large squeeze - up 
stractures with the sediments almost pushing through the upper surface 
of the sill. G. J. -Hobbs collected material. from this site in 1959 
and it was later described by Orlando (196P). This will be referred- 
to as the Hobbs collection to distinguish it from the present collection 
in subsequent references in this chapter. 
Petrolo, Carried out by J. L. Smellie who determined the following, 
P, 224.25 kbadstone - claystone; a very fine grained rock largely com- 
posed of indeterminable micro-crystalline matrix with silt sized grains 
of quartzp feldsparsepidote and carbonaceous matter. 
Localitv B. In Situ. (Specimen P. 224.2 - P. 224.15) from surface debris 
and (Specimen P. 224.16 a and b)-fron in situ 
At this site the sequence has been brought to the surface alonG a 
fault marginal to the vent, 
Locality C. In Situ, (Specimen P. 426-4 - P. 426.13). 
This is an undisturbed exposure of sub-horizontal mudstones and 
fine sandstones beneath the sill. 
Petrolo ; J. L. Smellie dete-. mined the following. P. 426-5: Vitric 
tuffj a volcaniclastio rock formed of colourless fragments of flat- 
tened pumice in an abundant yellow - brown matrix. P. 426.8: Coarse 
muddy siltstone. Rather muddy rock in which the individual con3tit- 
uents are difficult to distinguish, It contains numerous carbonaceous 
smudges and possibly poorly preserved spores. 
Locality D. Tn Situ rnaterial. 
Carbonized log and twig moulds were seen but none were collected. 
It is clear that the Williams Point plant beds were derosited close 
to an area of volcanic activity, The majority of the specimens axe 
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preserved as black compressions (only a few impressions are found) and 
are preserved in a light buff coloured matrix. Some specimens from 
localities A and C were preserved as partial petrifactions (in a lignitic 
form) and this permitted anatomical details to be observed in a few of 
the taxa. 
The first small collection from Williams Point made by Hobbs in 1959 
and described by Orlando (1968) was determined as Lower - Middle Triassic 
and is shown in the stratigraphy of Livingston Island in Table 5. 
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TABLT3 5 
STRATIGRAPTIf OF I=GSTCN ISLUTD (after Hobbs, 1968) 
Glacial deposits 
RE=7T 
Raised beaches 
PLIOCEM Williams Point conglomerate 
MIOMIMIM Dykes (Younger Volcanic Group)v andesitie 
OLIGO=- tuffs & lavas with conglomerates & sandstones 
U. CRETACEOUS/E. TERTIARY Andean intrusive Suite- 
U. CP = CEOUS (Campanian) 
L. CRETACEOUS (Aptian) 
UPPER JURASSIC Older Volcanic Group 
MIDDLE JURASSIC 
TRIASSIC Plant bearing boulders within Younger Volcanic Gp, 
CARBONIFEROUS ? Iliers Bluff Series 
EARLY PAIADOZOIC 
PRECAMBRIAN False Bay Schists 
* Thomson and Smellie could find no evidence that this loose material 
came from weathered boulders within a 'conglomerate' (the latter being 
the vent agglomerate which also contains ro=ded boulders), as stated 
by Hobbs. 
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M,! kTTC ICSORT"TIOIT OF VE FWPk S SYS'IL 
BRYOTSTDA ? 
Fom - Genus Thallites Walton 1925 
Th'Isform - genus was institttted by Walton 
(after a suggestion by 
Kidston) to include fossils in which the plant body is of a thalloid 
fo=, as may be found in the Algaet Bryophyta or sometimes in higher 
groups but possessing no characters by which they may be assigned to 
any one of the groups to the exclusion of all the others (Waltont 1925b). 
Thallites, (type a) 
(Plate 4: 13 and 149 Text Figure 133A, and C) 
Several dichotomously branched thallose type plants were identified 
on a single rook fragment. These remains measured between 3 and 4 
millimetres wide and possessed up to two complete dichotomies. A rather 
indistinct midrib of approximately 1 millimetre in width is present. 
By polishing the edge of the rock fragment vertical sections of the 
thallus were obtained and provided additional information (see Text 
Figure 13: 0, The midrib measured up to 93)= thick and contrasted 
with the much thinner lamina which measured no more than 7)= thick., 
r *Eker , #A Unfortunately, A pores nor remains of rhizoids could be 
identified with any certainty, 
Thallites, (type b) 
(Plate 4: 15t Text Figure 13: B) 
A single, small specimen of a thallose type plant occurs on the 
reverse side of the same rook fragment. 
The specimen measures Oo2 centimetres wide by up to 2-2 centimetres 
long and exhibits a single dichotomy. 
In contrast to type a, the midrib is far more prominent and in the 
lower half of the speciment apparent bumps occur along the midrib 
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Text Figure 13: A. Thallites sp. (type a). 1-15cm long x 3-3mm wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.21 
B. Thallites sp. (t- ype b). 2-2cm long x 2mm wide. 
Specimen Nil; er P. 224.21 
C. Thallites sp. (type a). Sections. 
W 5#28= wide x 7-0= 97ýxm thick. Slide Number 2 
Specimen Ntrnber'. P. 224.21 
(ii) 3-4= wide x 7-13ýxm 53-5ý= thick. Slide 
Nu=ber 1. Specimen Number P. 224.21 
(iii) 2-64, mm wide x 3-56, um - 28-5ý= thick. Slide 
Number 1. Specimen Ilumber P. 224.21 
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and the lamina appears to break up into what could be separate leaflets. 
This may of course be the result of incomplete preservation and not an 
original feature. Once again neither poreshor rhizoids were identified 
with any certainty. 
Comparisons with other taxa included in the fo= genus Thallites are 
shown in Table 6. -None of the specimens compares exactly with the'mat- 
erial from Livingston Islandt but Thallite sewardi 9 Thallites ural- 
ensis and Thallites sp. of Seward have some similarities with the 
present nliallites sp. a. 
Thallites-sewardii is slightly smaller in size and no mention of a 
midrib was given in the diagnosis. The frond divides equally at an 
angle of between 35 - 45 degrees and although the thallus is not lobedv 
it is slightly undulatedp a character not seen in the present material, 
Thallites uralensis is very similar to Thallites sp, a. in both size, 
possession of a midrib and pattein of branching (ie. equal dichotomies 
at an angle of 45 degrees). It is stated that the thallus constricts 
sharply after branchingo a feature not seen in the present material. 
In Plate 4: 14 the thallus of species a. appears to constrict after 
branching but this is only an illusion due to the matrix covering some 
of the thallus. 
Thallites sp. (Sewardt 1894) compares in respect to both size and 
the possession of a midribp but unfortunately the diagnosis is incom- 
plete and prevents further comparisons. 
No comparisons can be made with Thallites sp. b. from Table 6. 
Thallites sp. a. can be compared with living such as Riacardia, (Jung- 
ennanniales) or even Pellia (Dietzgeriales) and Thallites sp. b. with 
C, Pallavicinia and Moe3; lcia (Junge=, anniale! 3)9 particularly if the smalf A 
bumps near the midrib were interpreted as possible reproductive organs 
such as involucres, 
SP= TO PS TDA 
Genus Equi-setites Sternberg 1833 
Erected by Stenaberg to include fossil stems bearing a close res- 
emblance to recent species of Equise . The species may be of varying 
size but. are characterized by fairly small scale-like leaf sheaths which 
are often closely adpressed to the main stem. The free acuminate teeth 
are fused into a continuous collar. 
In compressed specimensp nodal diaphragms and leaf sheaths may be 
found in the surrounding matrix or displaced and lying on top of the 
axis, 
EQuisetites SP. 
(Plate 5: 17 - 209 Text Figure 14,15 and 16: A & B) 
Large numbers of fragmented axesq many of these in situ (ie. preserved 
vertical to the bedding plane) were found in the collection. The axes 
measure from 0*5 - 2-5 millimetres in diametert possess apparent inter- 
node lengths of between 4- 10 millimetres and specimens up to 4-6 cent- 
imet. res have been recorded. 
In nearly all casesq the axes are hollowl tubular structures composed 
of a single or rarely double layer of cells and this can be observed in 
both transverse and longitudinal sections. 
Plate 5: 17 illustrates a low power view of the polished surface of 
a hand specimen containing a large number of these axes and was photo- 
graphed under xylol to improve the contrast, Plates 5: 18,5: 19 and Text 
Figure 14: A are high powered photog-raphs and a camera lucida drawing of 
the cellular detail visible with increased maxpification, 
In fractures which have occured vertical to the bedding planev spec- 
imens can be seen as meanderingt distorted stems often broken or bent 
at the nodes (refer to Plate 5: 20 and Text Figure 14: 0. 
O-5mm 01, - ! 31 2 
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Text rigure 14: A. Eouisetites sP. 0970= x 0-6m in diameter. 
Slide Number 6. Specimen jiumber P. 224.25 
B. Equisetites sp. 6-5= lomg. Specimen Number 
P. 42Z. 13 - 
C. Ecuisetites sP; 3-9cm long x 1-25mm wide. 
Snecimen Fumber P. ý12'6.1 3 D. _7quisetites sp. 2cm loriC x 1-75 - 2-5mm wide. Specimen Number P. 426.13 
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Branching appears to be uncommon and only a single specimen has been 
found which may represent the remains of nodal branching (refer to Text 
Figure 140). 
In generalt the plant is preser7ed in situ as diminutivet solitary 
axes exhibiting very little branching and without apparent leaf sheaths. 
This suggests that these specimens may be immature, or if maturep grew 
to only a small size and branched rarely. In either case the leaf whorl 
must have been extremely delicate to account for its lack of preserv- 
ation. 
Another possibility is that the axes represent the sub-te=-a,,. nean 
and rhizomatous portion of the plant, This idea is supported by the identi- 
fication of root bearing axes preserved parallel to the bedding plane 
(refer to Text Figure 14; B and 16: A and B). In Text Figure 14: B an axis 
preserved in situ possesses a smaller branch which runs parallel to the 
bedding plane, In Text Figure 16: B a similar sized axisp found in the 
Hobbs collectiong bears lateral roots up to 0*4 millimetres long, Sect- 
ions were made of some of these smaller axes and these revealed anatom- 
ical detail on examination (see Text Figure 16W. The stele appears 
to be diarch and shows secondary thickening ? and most of the outer 
tissue, apart from the epidermis, has not been preserved. The smaller 
of the two axes seems to have a very small stele but details are not 
certain, 
From the same series of peel sectionsq details of a larger axis were 
obtained, The main axis appeared laterally compressed (see Text Figure 
15: A) and revealed a similar diarch stele patternp as was observed in 
the section of the rhizome. Owing to the obliqueness of the section 
and distortion of the specimen it was possible to observe the wood in 
longitudinal section and in a few of the tracheidst the pitting was 
preserved (see Text Figure 15: B). The tracheid is 150, um long with 
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Text Pigure 15: A. Eaulsetites sp. oblique section. 2-25mm- long 
xI -0= wide. Slide Number 8. Specimen Number 
P. 426-5 
B. ZouisetiteS sp. t--acheid. 150= lone. Pits 2 85 
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C. Enuisetites sp. epidermis impression. 190 long 
Specimen Number P. 426.13 
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alternatep elliptical pits measuring 2-85pm by 6-25p in diameter. 
In Text Figure 15: C an impression of the epidermal pattern of one of 
the smaller axes is shown. It measures 1*0 millimetre long by 0*42 milli- 
metres wide and reveals smaller, round shaped cells among largerp elon- 
gate cell impressions. The smaller cells could be stomaKor the remains 
of root bases. Although on a somewhat larger scale, it compares with the 
cuticle of Equisetites sp. figured by Seward (1912). 
Harris (1931) in delimiting species of-Equisetites uses five charac- 
ters, these being the size and number of leaf-teeth in a whorl; the size 
of the internodes; the size of the stems and cuticle evidence. 
As only two or possibly three of these characters are available for 
the present species$ superficial comparisons must be made until further 
evidence is obtained. 
Tralau (1977) states that at present there are at least one hundred 
recognized species of Equisetites known since Permian times. Comparis- 
ons have been made with some of the better characterized speciesp inc- 
luding those desribed from the southexn hemisphere (refer to Table 7). 
Prom the listt Equisetites burchardtit Equisetites fertilis and Equis- 
etites minuta would appear to have the most in common with the material 
from Livingston Island, Eauisetites burchardti has axes 1-5 - 300 Milli- 
metres wide but unfortunately the length of intexnode was not stated. 
Equisetites fertilis has axes measuring 1- 10 millimet-res wide with 
an intexnode length of 4 millimetres and so must have attained a much 
larger size than the present material, 
Equisetites minuta has axes measuring 105 - 300 millimetres wide# but 
as before, intexnode length was not given. 
In view of the fact that not all of the characters of this Equisetites 
sp. are availabley it would be unwise to assign the material to a partic- 
ular species (this would be impossible in two of the cases due also to 
the fact. of incomplete diagnoses). 
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M tion through rhizome, lext rigare 16: k. Equisetites sp. Possible see. 
Larger specimen measures 585pm x 287yn in 
diameter. Slide Number 9. Specimen Number P-426.5 
B. Equisetites sp. Rhizome. Measures 2-8-, nm long. 
Slide Number 3. Hobbs Specimen Number P-101.14 
C. Neocalanites sp. Axes and possible nodal whorl. 
Axes measure 3-8cm x 1-5cm and 3-1 cm x 1-9cmt 
whorl segments 0-25cm wide x 1-1 - 1-8cm long. SpecimenNumber P-426.11 
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Neocalamites Halle 1908 
The genus Neocalamites resembles the genera Calamit-es, Schizoneura and 
Phyllotheca. It differs from Calamites in age but is contemporaneous 
with species of Schizoneura and Phyllotheca. 
Neocalamites is characterized by fairly thick stemsp leafy slender 
branches and leaf whorls at the nodes in which the individual leaves 
(which are free from the base, upwards) are longer than the length of the 
internode section, In specimens lacking leaf whorlsq small circular- 
scars mark the point of attýchment of the leaves and the prominent rid- 
ges on the stems can be seen to be opposite (not alternate) at each node. 
Neocalamites sp. 
(Plate 4: 16g Text Figure 16: 0 
A single compression of two sphenopsid axes, one measuring 31-1 centi- 
metres long by 1-9 centimetres wide and the other measuring 3-8 centi- 
metres long by 1-5 centimetres wide were recognized on a single hand 
specimen. One specimen possesses a node from which it is seen that the 
ridges are opposite (continuous) from one internode to the next, although 
details of the nodal leaf scars are indistinct. 
The possible remains of a single leaf whorl are found surrounding the 
other axis. The three possible segments of the whorl measure 1919 1-8 
and 1-4 centimetres long and all measure 0-25 centimetres wide and are so 
arranged in a position around the axis as to give the impression of a 
diverging leaf sheath. Unfortunately, the node itself was not preserved 
on this specimen. 
The free segments of this possible leaf whorl have a single, central 
vein running the entire length of the laminap which is lanceolate in 
shape. 
If these leaves are not associated with the axist then the specimen 
could equally well be placed in the genus ParacalaTnites (Rigby, 1966). 
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However, from the evidence available from the fragment,, it would 
appear that these leaves may have been attached, indicating that the 
axes should be included in the genus-Neocalamites. 
Neocala. mitjs h6erensis has long intexnode sections (Du Toitv 1927) 
and possessed leaf sheaths with free segments measuring Oel - 0-25 cent- 
imetres wide (Jones and De Jerseyq 1947). Although these facts agree 
well with the present specimens, it, cannot be shown beyond doubt that 
the axis and whorl were in association and it would be better to record 
the specimens as simpiy Neocalamites sp. 
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P7EROPSTDA 
Mar attiales 
Genus Asterotheca Presl 1845 
Asterothem is the name given to pecopteridfronds bearing'sessile 
sori made up of four to five sporangia fused at the base into a synan-" 
giumv but with the distal part free. The sori were co=only arranged 
in two series along the pinna. 
of, Asterotheca crassa Orlando 1968 
(Plates 6: 21 and 6: 22g Text Figures 179 18 and lg: AB#D-F) 
Sterile fragments of frondsq comparable to those described by Orlando 
(1968) from the earlier collection have been recognized in the material, 
These remains are illustrated in Plate 6: 21 and in Text Figures 17 
and 18: A. Sections and transfers were made from some of these fronds 
but little extra information could be obtained owing to the highly 
compressed nature of the material. Text Figure 180 illustrates a sec- 
tion made from one of the specimens. 
The fronds were of vaxying lengths between 0-5 and 2-25 centimetres 
long but were all approximately 2-0 millimetres wide. 
A re-examination of better preserved Asterotheca crassa from the Hobbs 
collection (ie. that described by Orlandog 1968) was made and has fum- 
ished additional information, 
Text Figure 18: B and C illustrates the much better state of preserv- 
ation and a section made of one of the pinnae shows considerably less 
compression than was observed in the present material (see Text Figure 
18: E). This compares with sections made by Townrow (1957)- 
Sections were made from the basal portion of the specimen shown in 
Text Figure 18%C and also from another specimen which bore Asterotheon 
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A 
cm 
B C 
Text Figure 17: A. cf. Astprotheca arass 2mm. wide x 1-15 and 
6mm. lonG. Specimen Number P. 224-55 
B. cf. Asterotheca crassa 2mm. wide x 1*1cm. 
and 2-25cm. long. Specimen Number P. 224.18 
C. cf. Asterotheca crassa. 2mm. wide x 6-5mm. 
and 5-Omm. long. Specimen Number P. 224.18 
0.5 cm 
1 
cm 
Text Figure 18: A. cf. Asterotheca crassa. 8mm. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 426.4 
B. Asterotheca cramps . 11-3mm. long. 
Hobbs 
Specimen Number P. 101. 
C. Asterotheca crassa. 14mm. long. Hobbs 
Specimen Number P. 101.16 
D. cf. Asterotheca or-assa, Section. 1-43MM. 
wide. Slide Number 35 Specimen 
Number P. 224.40 
E. Asterotheca crassa. Section. Slide No. 23. 
Hobbs Specimen Number P. 101.8 
A 
mm 
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Text Figure 19: A. Asterotheca. crass Section. 2-3mm x 1-1mM. 
in diameter. Slide No. 19. Hobbs Specimen 
Number P. 101.16 
B. Asterotheca, crass Section. 2-3mm. x I-Omm. 
in diameter. Slide 11o. 22. Hobbs Specimen 
Number P. 101.15 
C. Rachis of Osmundaceae. Orlando(1968). Section 
is 6mm wide. Hobbs Specimen Number P-101.4 
D. cf. Asterotheca crAssa, Section. 3-5mm. - 
x 1.8mm. in diameter. Slide No. 33 
Specimen Number P. 224.48 
E. cf. Asterothec5-1 crazr . Section. 2*9mm. 
x 2o2mm. in diameter. Slide No. 31. 
Specimen N-umber-P. 224.25 
F, cf, Asterotheca arassa. Section. 2-50 mm. 
x O-8mm. in diameter. Slide No. 24. 
Hobbs Specimen Number P. 101.8 
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crassa type foliage. In both cases, the sections revealed a central 
C- shaped stelar region. The first section (Te-. -Ct Fig=e 19: 11) appears 
to have been compressed laterallyq whereas the second section (Text Fig- 
ure 19: B) seems to be less distorted, 
It is interesting to compare the first. specimen (Text Figure 19: A) 
with the only section made and figured by Orlando (1968) and referred 
to as a rachis of Osmundaceae (Text Figure 19: C). Although there is a 
difference in both size and qýuality of preservationq the overall simi-, 
iarity of the two sections isvery apparent. 
Large numbers of non foliage-bearing axes were recognized in both 
collections# and these were referred to as indetenninate by Orlando 
(1968). It has been possible to prepaxe sections from some of these 
axes and the results are illustrated in Text Figures 190 - F. 
The sections vary in both size and quality but all reveal the same 
C- shaDed trace as seen in the sections of Asterotheca crass . Text 
epm bu 
Figure 19: F shows one of the best preserved X refer to Plate 6: 22). 
It measures 2-50 by 0-8 millimetres in diameter (the largest specimen 
measured 3-5 by 1*8 millimetres in size) and reveals the position and 
detail of the xylem within the stele. This specimen compares very well 
with the section of, Asterotheca crassa illustrated in Text Figure 19: B* 
It is suggested that the rachis of Osmandaceae described by Orlando 
(1968) and reproduced here in Text Figure 19: C and many of the axesq 
which are devoid of foliage but are fairly abundant in both collections 
should now be included within Asterotheca crassa. 
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CYCADOIYSITDA 
Pteridospe=ales 
CorystosDerm ceae 
Genus Dicroidiun Gothan 1912 
Dicroidium was first used by Gothan to distinguish southe= hemisphere 
forked Thinnfeldia fronds from the more comon, unforked northe3= _TUnn- 
feldi . This division did not really gain full acceptance until Townrow 
(1957) demonstrated beyond doubt that DicroidiiLm could be separated from 
Thinnfeldia on several countst including geog-raphicalg stratigraphical, 
cuticular and morphological distinctions, 
These foexed leathery leaves are very characteristic of early Heso- 
zoic Gondwana floras. 
Dicroldium cf, lanoifolim (Morris) Gothan 
(Plates 6: 23 and 6: 24, Text Figures 20 and 21), 
Two incomplete compressions and the fragments of a third were found 
on the same hand specimen. The two incomplete fronds measure 204 centi- 
metres long by 1e8 centimetres wide and 2-3 centimetres long by 1@25 
centimetres wide, The pinnules are arranged alternatelyp although as 
the midribs arise from the rachis fairly close together the pinnules 
appear superficially to be opposite one another, - 
The pinnules measure up to 1-15 centimetres long and up to 300 milli- 
metres wide and possess a prominent midrib which gives off secondary 
veins alternately at an angle of approximately 45 degTees. The second- 
ary veins dichotomize once or twice as they traverse the lamina. 
Sections of both rachis and pinnules were attempted but owing to the 
very small amount of carbon preserved met with little success. Poor 
preservation also prevented the preparation of cuticles. 
Unfortunately as the specimens are incompleteg they do not reveal 
C)6 
Text Figure 20: Dicroidim cf. In-ncifolijun. 2-4cm. lonZ 
1-8cm. wide. Specimen Number P. 224.36 
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cm 
Text Pigare 21: Dicroldium cf. lancifolium. 2,, -3cm. long 
1-25cm. wide. Specimen Number F. 224.38 
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the forking of the main axis. 
Using gross morphology onlyt these fronds compare, favourably with 
the genus Dicroidium and more specifically with Dicroidium Dancifolium 
and to a lesser extent with Dicroidiirn narrabeenenset' especially with 
regard to the lengtht shape and arrangement of the pinnules. 
From the key to species and varieties of Dicroidium put fordard by 
Retallack (1977b)t the fronds are identified as Dicroidium lancifolium 
v. lancifolium, I 
Du Toit (1927) treated Dicroidium lancifolium as a distinct'species 
whereas Townrow (1957) regarded it as an extreme form of Dicroidium 
odontopteroides (Morris) Gothan. Iacey (19-tO and 1976) has shown there 
is a size difference betweenýDicroidium, lancifoliun-and Dicroidium- - 
odontorteroides (at least for Rhodesian specimens) and regards, them as 
distinct species, '11. -' 
In this caset although the specimens are fairly smallt the pinnules 
are still-larger than the dimensions given in the diagnosis for 
idium odonto-Dteroides by Townrow (1957). On this evidencep the speci- 
mens are tentatively assigned to Dicroiditun lancifolium with the reserv- 
ation that they may have toýbe transferred to Dieroidium odontopteroides 
on a subsequent revision of this species. 
.11 
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Genus Dicroidium (Xylopteris) (Frenguelli) A-rchanselsky 1963 
This gexrus was originally erected by Saporta under the name of Sten- 
opteris for Pteridospezms of woody habit with pinnate to tripinnate 
branched fronds or with repeated dichotomous divisions. 
The lamina is greatly reduced and the venation consists of a single 
median vein. 
Harris (1932) and Thomas (1933) expressed the opinion that the north- 
em and southern hemisphere species were distinctr based on the absence 
of a dichotomy in the main axis of the northern species and diffe=ences 
in the cuticles. Frenguelli (1943) grouped these southern stenopterids 
under the name Xylopte=ise 
Recently, A=changelsky (1968) has treated-Xylonteris as a synonym of 
Dicroidium and this has been supported by both Townrow (1962) and 
Bonetti (1966) in earlier publications, Retallack (1977b) howeverv ret- 
ains Xylopteris as a distinct genus. 
I have adopted the fo=er approach, 
Dicroidi-mm (Xylonteris) cf. spinifolia (Frenguelli) Archangelsky 
(Plates 7: 25 and 7: 26p Text Figure 22tA - D) 
Three specimens in total were recognizedt plus a few fragments of 
pinnae which can be included within the germs Dicroidium (Xvlorteris). 
Two of the specimens are of complete pinnae whereas the third is 
represented by the pinna apex only and as such has been tentatively 
assigned to the genus, Since it compares superficially with Dicroidium 
(3Cylonteris) sninifolia it is included in this section,, ' 
The first specimen (refer to Plate 7: 25 and Text Figures 22: At B and 
D) is a slendert bipinnate forking frond measuring 6-5 centimetres 
long. Each pinna is made up of sub-opposite branching pinnules measuring 
up to 1*1 centimetres long by 1-3 millimetres widet with a distinct 
median vein which persists almost to the apex. The rachis# part of which 
cm 
C 
cm 
0.1ml 
0 
iI 
mm 
Text Figure 22: A. uicroidium (Xvlopteria) cf. spinifolia, 
4-75cm. long x: 6-5=. wide. Specimen 
Number P. 224.37 
B. Dicroidium (XyloDteris) cf, spinifolia. 
Pinnule detail of Text Figure 22: A 
Specimen Number P. 224.37 
C, of. Dicroidium (XyjoDterj ) sDinifolia. 
1 -Ocm lon, -- x 0. - 25mm. wide. 
Specimen Number P, 224.9 
D. Dicroidium (XvIoDteri ) of. sninifolia. 
Sections from Text Figure 22: A. Pinnule 
.= 2-4mm. wide and rachis = 2-Omm. wide. Slide 110.47. Specimen Number P. 224.37 
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is buried in the matrixt measures 5-3 centimetres long. 
Sections of both ra-chis and pinnule were obtained (see Tex'. Figure 22: D) 
but owing to poor preservation no additional information could be ob- 
tained. 
The second specimen (Plate 7: 26) would appear to be the remains of a 
single pinna composed of four alternating pinnulesl-each showing a dis- 
tinctive median vein. The vein occupies a quarter-to one third the 
width of the pi=, 1e and measures 1-3 -, 2-0 millimetres wide. ý 
- The plnrriles are bo=e 1-3 - 1-5 centimetres apart from each other on 
the pinna, and the entire specimen is 492 centimetres long. 
This specimen differs from the first in that its overall size is lar- 
ger and the pinnules are spaced further apart. 
The third specimen (see Text Pigure 22: C) is the remains of what looks 
like a very small three lobed 'leaf'. It is thought that this, may be 
the-remains of the pinna apexq revealing the three terminal pinnules. 
This-specimen in fact compares very well with respect to size and 
shape with the pinn apex of Dicroidium (Xylopteri ) spinifolia and 
tri-Dinnata typesq as figured in Retallack (1977b). 
All of the specimens compare in many respects with Stenonteris sDinj_ 
folia (now Dicroidium sDinifolia) described and figured by Jones and. 
De Jersey (1947) and so have been cautiously assigned to this species. 
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Bernettitales 
Williansoniaceae 
Genus Ptemphyllum, Brongniart 1828 
The name Pterorhyllum was first applied by Brongniart to some fronds 
from the Lias of Mr. named Pterorhvllum Tnajus and PteroDhyllum minus. 
Brongniart defined the Pteroohrllu; m fronds as pinnatep bearing pinnae 
of almost equal breadth attached by the whole width of the base and 
with a truncate apex and slendert equalv simple and slightly arched 
veins. 
Confusion often arises when distinguishing between Nilssonia Brong6. 
niart 1825 and Pterophyllum. Seward (1917) pointed out that in Njls- 
sonia there is a complete absence of any rachis uncovered by lamina 
on the upper surfacep the veins are simple and segments of unequal 
breadth, In Ptero llum the continuity of the lamina is broken by the 
width of the rachis as the lami is attached laterallyt the veins are 
often branched and the segments are of equal breadth, 
P+erophyllum dentatum sp. nov. 
(Plates 7: 27; 8: 29; 8: 30; 8: 31 and 81329 Text Figures 23t 24 and 25) 
Three specimens, including one part and counterpartp were found in 
the P. 426 sub-collection. The most complete frond measures 3-0 centi- 
metres long by 3-6 centimetres wide and bears opposite to sub-opposite 
pinnae which each possess four or five veins. 
Complete pinnae measure between 1*8 - 2*0 centimetres long by 1-3 - 
3-0 millimetres wide and the apex is dissected into four or five fin- 
ger-like lobes (refer to Plate 7: 27 and Text Figure 23). 
A high power examination of the pinnae surface using a binocular mic- 
roscope revealed small structurest which may possibly re-present the 
remains of stomaq pits or hair bases ? (see Text Figure 24: A and B). 
These structures are seen on the impression of the abaxial surface of 
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pinnat e=osed where the compressed carbon has chipped or been weathered 
off. The structures are preserved as small protuberances and are occas- 
ionally seen in loose rows between and parallel to the veins of the 
pinna. They range in size from 4Cý= - 53)am long by 34), m - 53ý= wide and 
are spaced apart from one. another one half to three times their own 
size, 
Both cellulose acetate pulls and attempted cuticle preparations were 
made from the organic layer which still remains on some of the pinnae. 
The pulls did not reveal any additional information that could not be 
obtained by direct observation. Good quality cuticles were impossible 
to extract and what appeared to be cuticles under low power magnification 
became much less cuticle-like under higher powert there being no cell- 
ular detail visible. These were either very poorly preserved cuticleS 
or some form of pseudo-cuticle. 
Sections of the rachis of the frond were made and revealed poorly 
preserved cellular structures. This partial success prompted a search 
for better material and on fracturing P-426,6, a further example of 
this frond was obtained and although only fragmentaryt the rachis app- 
eared well preserved. Sections of this rachis were made in both trans- 
verse and longitudinal planes and provided very good results. Sections 
were also made of the pinnae but results proved disappointing. 
Plates 8: 29t 8: 30 and 8: 31 and Text Figure 25 illustrate the details 
seen in the peel sections of the rachis. 
The =achis measures approximately 0-78 millimet=es wide by 0-5 milli- 
met=es thick and contains the remains of seven vascular bundles arranged 
in a flattened V shape. It has a crushed epidermisp a two layered cortex 
(possibly containing storage products and sclereids ? ), vascular bundles 
and a poorly preserved parenchymatous pith. 
In longitudinal section (see Plate 8: 32 and Text Figure 25: 0 the 
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Text Figure 25: A. Pterophyllum dentatum 3p. nov. Section through rachis 
and pinnae. 3-Omm. wide x 0-5mm. thick. Slide Number 
38, Specimen Number P. 426.6 
B. Pteroplrjllum dentatum sp. nov. Detail of single 
vascular bundle, =Iidie Number 389 Specimen Number 
P-426.6 
C. PterorhvlIum dentatum sp. nov. Detail of tracheid 
pitting. Larger tracheid measures 120p long. 
Slide Number 45P Specimen Number P. 426.6 
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pitting seen on the tracheids is mostly of the reticulate type, although 
some were observed with scalariform pitting (probably representing the 
small amount of protoxylem present), 
Specific identification has proved difficult even though the frond 
has some very characteristic features and comparisons have been made 
with pinnate fronds which exhibit the dissection of the pinnae at the 
apex (refer to Plate 7: 289 Text Figure 26 and Table 8). 
Comparison with living Macrozamia sp, from Australia is quite enlight- 
ening in terms of the general morphology (Plate7: 28 and Text Fig=e 260). 
Cvcas compares quite well in its anatomyq ha; ving aV shaped arrange- 
ment of the vascular bundles. 
Bose (1953) has described the rachis anatomy of Ptilophyllum amarjal 
ense and this again has aV shaped arrangement of the bundles, although 
in this species# the bundles are two layered and number over forty in total, 
He describes the rachis as having a rectangular epide=isv hypodermis 
and ground tissue of isodiametric to oval cells with or without air 
spaces. In longitudinal sections the xylem elements show scalariform 
thickenings and the cells of the phloem are polygonal in outline and 
mostly not well preserved. 
Lso (1948) has described the anatomy of another species of Ptilo 
Ilum, Ptilophyllum entchense but few details were given. 
From Table 8t the best comparison can be made with PteroDhvllum 
incisum. described by Sahni and Rax) 0 933). 
This specimen was referred to as a new species on account of the 
incised tips of the pinnae which they suggested make it a type inter- 
rAo 
mediate between Pterophyllum and An2zamftes Schimper 1870. 
A 
Pteronhylltrn incisun differs from the present form in that the frond 
is larger, has a greater number of veins per pinna and that the apices 
of the pinnae are incised only one or two timesq thus giving a maximum 
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Text Figure 26:. A. cf. Ctenis sp. (genus x) E. Ptero2hyllum sp. 
B. Neozpmites elonr_ata F. Almarapemia d- entala 
G. Pterophyll C. Ence-ohalartites leiDzip. um incisum ri 
D. ýhcrozamia, sp. IT. Pterophyllum bifurcatum 
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of only three lobes. 
No other close comparisons with the present material seem possible 
and it is suggested to erect a new species for these specimens. As the 
material has many characters in common with the genus Ptero-nhylltun it 
is proposed to name the specimens Pterorhyllum dentatum sp. nov. , 
Diaxmosis: Frond pinnate; pinnae linear with parallel marginsp usually 
1-5 - 3-0 mm. wide by about 2-, Ocm. long. Veins parallel, unbnnchedv 
4-5 in each pinnag tips of pinna incised 3-4 times in an unequal 
mannerg the resulting lobes bluntly pointed and veins appear to stop 
short of the lobes. Rachis approximately 0-75mm. wide by 0*5mm. thick 
with at least seven bundles arranged in a flattened Vshapeg made up 
of thin epidermist cortex (hypodermis) 6- 10 cells thick and undiffer- 
entiated pith (ground tissue). Tracheids with reticulatep rarely scal- 
a=iform pitting. Cuticle and reproductive structures unknown. 
ill 
Genus Pa,, zio-oh7llum Heer 1881 
The genus Pa-Tio-Dh7, rllum is often used for sterile coniferous branches 
characterized by closely set thick leaves of falcate formt similar to 
those of Amucaria excelsa Cr"tomeria japonica some species of-Dac 
dium and other living conifers. 
Seward (1919) suggested that the genus encompass sterile fragments 
having the Araucaria e-xcelsa type of leaf, which through the absence of 
cones cannot be safely assigned to another genus. 
Elatocladus Halle (1913) includes sterile shoots of the Taxites type, 
except for Elatocladus hetero-nhylla, which bears both distichous, lin- 
ear leaves and crowded scale-like leaves similar to those of BTac 
Ph7llum. 
Sex-rard (1919) states that it is desirable to retain Brach=hyllun and 
Pagiophyllum for sterile shoots exhibiting no well marked dimorphism 
and bearing fleshy,, adpressed leaves and four-aided falcate leaves 
respectively. 
The differences between Brachyphyllum and Parcio-Phyllum have been 
fully explained on a more quantitative basis by both Kendall (1948) 
and Wesley (1956). 
Pla-c"i-orhyllim, sp. 
(Plates 9: 33 - 36 and 10: 37p Text Pigures 27 - 31) 
Iarge numbers of conifer shoots,, measuring I-7 centimetres long by 
2-7 millimet-res wide with spirally arranged, falcate leaves measuring 
up to 5-0 millimetres long and 1-0 millimetre wide have been found in 
the P. 224 sub-collection. 
The leaves have dec = ent leaf basesp are sometimes adpressed to the 
the main stem and appear to be arranged in a 3/8 phyllotaxy, Many of 
the specimens show considerable flatteninC, giving the appearance that 
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Text Figure 27: A. Pa-zionhYll= SP- 16-5mm. long x 4=. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.50 
B, PaL,! Tiopbyllum sp. 2-3cm. long x 4-7mm. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224-42 
A 
cm 
Aj. 
0.5cm 
Text Figure 28; A. Pa-riopýyliuý sp. 12*4mm. long x 5mm. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.49 
B. Pasriophyllum sp. -13-ýmm. long x 6mm. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.31 
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the leaves were aligned along a single plane, 
Specimens illustrated in Plates 7: 33 - 36 and 10: 37 and also in Text 
Figures 27 and 28 reveal the ,. tide range of apparent morphological var- 
iation exhibited by these conifer remains. This difference is enhanced 
as specimens have -undergone different levels of compression. 
On detailed examinationg howeverg all of the conifer fragments were 
recognized to conform to the same general pattern with respect to sizev 
leaf shape and phyllota: ty and probably simply represent the amount of 
phenotypic variation that would be present in a single taxon. 
Text Figures 27: B and 28: B show specimens that were drawn from transfer 
preparations and includes details of the axes three-dimesional appear- 
ence using a stippling technique. In this instance, the dark shaded 
leaves are in the background (ie. are partially buried in the matrix)o 
the even shaded leaves are approximately parallel with the bedding 
plane and the light shaded leaves are in the foregroundp although most 
of these will have broken away. 
From peel sections made on transfered specimens, the cross section 
of a leaf appears four sided (rhomboidal)p composed of. a dark uniform 
carbonaceous substance in which no anatomical details could be discerned 
(refer to Text Figure 29: C). Further sections were nade of complete 
shoots but these only confirmed that the specimens had indeed undergone 
considerable compression and anatomical detail, even in the thicker 
axes was not preserved (see Text Figure 29: A and B). 
The remains of two possible cones were also discovered and the first 
was made when a transfer of one of the best preserved shoots (illust- 
rated in Plate 9: 34 and Text Figure 27: B) was made. 
The possible cone is 3-5 millimetres long by 1-8 millimetres wide 
and seems to have been borne laterally to the main axis and is composed 
of tightly packed spirally 7 arranCed scale leaves. The bract and seed 
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Text Figure 29; A. Pagionhyllum sp. Axis section of Text Figure 
28 : A. ýýlide No. 48. Specimen Number P. 224.49 
B. Pwrio-ný. Zllum sp. Axis sections of Text Figure 
27: A. blide No. 50. Specimen Number P. 224-50 
C. Pa.,! iophylllan sp. Leaf section of Text Figuxe 
27. B. S lide No. 54. Specimen Number P, 224.42 
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scale are not separately distinguishable (see Text Figure 30: B)- 
The second possible cone was found by binocular examination of a 
small weathered fragmentp P. 224.31. A subsequent transfer of the shoot 
was carried out to enable observation of both sides of the specimen. 
1his showed beyond doubt that the object was spherical, but fu=ished 
no additional information about its structure. 
The possible cone, as with the previous exampleg appears to be bo=e 
laterally, measures approximately 145 millimetres in diameter and is 
composed of overlapping scale leaves (see Text Figure 30W. 
It is likely that this may be either an immature male cone or a veg- 
etative bud. 
An idealized reconstruction of a conifer shoot based on the specimen 
illustrated in Plate 9: 34 and Text Figures 27: B and 30: B was attempted 
and includes the first of the possible cones found. This is illustrated 
in Text Figure 31 and also includes detail of a single sectioned leaf. 
As reproductive organs have not been identified with any certaintyg 
it is proposed to include these Triassic conifer remains within the 
genus Patriolphyllumg as much of the material has close resemblaces to 
both A-ausaria excelsa and Ci-rptomeria Japonica. Although most of the 
species of Pagiophyllum have been descibed from Jurassic depositsp age 
is not a criterion for taxonomic division. 
Comparisons have been made with over twenty species oil PagioDhyllum- 
as well as fertile Pagiophyllum-like species and these are listed in 
Table 9. The most favourable comparisons include Paglophyllum heeri- 
yllum setosump Nothodacrium warreni and Rissikia ariculata. anum, Pagioph 
LiE! o-phvllum heerianum is very similar in size, although the leaves 
are slightly longer and thicker than the present material and the leaf 
apex is always acute. 
Par7Jo-r)hvl1um setosiun is again of similar sizep but in this case the 
leaves are shorter and the apex always rounded. 
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Text Figure 31: A. PwTiophyllum sp. Reconstruction 
B. P, -jgiopjýyllum sp. Detaij of single leaf, 
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Table 9. Possible comparisons with Pajiouhyllum, sp. 
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Nothodacriun warreni compares very well in terms of size and overall 
leaf dimensions, although the leaves are slightly shorter and are given 
off at a shallower angle to the main axis. The possible reproductive 
organs show no close comparison, 
Rissikia aDiculata, is again very similart ha; 7ing very, similar shaped 
and sized leavest but differs in that its maximum dimensions are much 
greater than the Livingston Island material. As with the previous spec- 
ies, the fertile organs showed no comparison. 
With lack of any cuticle evidencep it would be unwise to erect a new 
species for this new material and it will be thus referred to as Pagio- 
1)hyllum sp. until more evidence (reproductive or epidermal) is avail- 
able. 
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Ginkgoales 
Ginkgoaceae- 
Genus GinIccoites Semard 1919 
This genus is restricted to leaves that are regarded as fossil mem- 
bers of the Ginkgoales and are similar to leaves of the present day 
Ginkm biloba 
Confusion often arises with the closely related genus Baiea which 
agrees in shape with Gink, -oites but is distinguished by the greater 
number and smaller breadth of the linear segments. In both Ginkmites 
and Baiera the veins are dichotomously branched. 
Ginkgoites sp. 
(Plates 10: 38 and 10: 39p Text Figure 32) 
In total, three specimens were recognized and one of these was found 
during the re-examination of the Hobbs collectiong but not described 
by Orlando (1968). 
The first specimen is of an elongatet forked impression of a leaf 
with a petiole and measures 3-3 centimetres long by up to 1-0 centi- 
metre wide. It has very fine dichotomising venationg with three or 
possibly four dichotomies discemable and the veins have a density of 
four to five per millimetre of lamina (see Text Figure 32: A). The missing 
lamina is due to a chance fracture exposing an underlying axis, 
The second specimen (Plate 10: 38 and Text Figure 32: B) consists of a 
fragment of lamina measuring 1-4 centimetres long by, 1-3 centimetres 
wide and possesses very fine repeating dichotomous venation with a vein 
density of two to th=ee per millimetre. Only part of the petiole has 
been preserved and this specimen probably represents no more than half 
of the original leaf. At first the specimen was suspected of belong-Ing 
to ChiroDteris, (refer to illustration on Page 430t Seward, 1911) but 
on closer examination the veins were seen to dichotomize only and no 
anastomosing (characteristic of Chirorteris) was present. 
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Text Pigure 32: A. GinkTpi4ves OP. 3-3cm. long x 1-Ocm. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.48 
B. GinkVites sp. 1-4cm. long x 1-3cm. wide. 
Specimen 14umbar P, 224.27 
C. Ginkgoites sp. 2-25cm. long x 1-70cm. wide. 
Hobbs Specimen Number P. 101.25 
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The third specimen (see Plate 10: 39 and Text Figure 32: C) is by far 
the best of the three and as it was found in the Hobbs collection$ it 
must have been overlooked by Orlando (1968). 
The specimen measures 2o25 centimetres long by 107 centimetres wide 
and has a deep division of the lanina, the originality of which was ver- 
ified by judicious de, -, apg-ing of the surrounding matrix to reveal the 
entire apical part of the lamina. The venation is seen to be separate 
for each of the two lobesq as occurs in living Ginkgo biloba and shows 
repeated dichotomiesq with a density of three to four veins every two 
millimetres. 
All three specimens show dichotomous venation and two have apical. 
grooves in the lamina and-possess the remains of petioles. These charac, 
ters suggest a ginkgoalean affinity and indicate that the specimens be 
included in the genus Ginkgoites- rather than in more dissected types 
such'as Baieraq Arctobaiera and Windwardia. 
Harris (1935) uses several characters to distinguish species of aLný- 
goitesq these being the sizet shape and degree of dissection of the 
leaf; form of apex of the lobes; concentration of the veins and'micro- 
scopic evidence. He also states that it is unsatisfactory or impossible 
to identify specimens of ginkgoalean leaves without the details prov- 
ided by their cuticles and considers it useless to identify them with 
specimens whose cuticles are unknown. 
As cuticles in the Antarctic specimens were not preservedq comparis- 
ons can only be made using gross morphology which is necessarily of 
limited value. 
The specimens have been compared with many species of Gink,, (, -oites 
(refer to Table 10)9 but on the fragmentary evidence available, all 
of the specimens could be included in Ginmites dir - 
itata, a near cos- 
mopolitan species with a great ronee of variation (see pace 179 Seward, 
1919). Until more evidence is available it would be better to include 
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SPE)cr; s Tc, F M, MINCE AGE 
Ginhm 
., 
ýites, acosmia Harris (1935) Jurassic 
adiantoides Sevard (1919) Tertiary 
ti antarctica Du Toit (1927) Triassic 
bidens Jones & de Jersey (1947) Triassic 
srý: ýsipes Seward 
(1919) Lower Mesozoic 
digitata Seward (1919) Jurassic 
If dilatata Teixeira (1948) Jurassic 
fibriata 11a=is (1935) Jurassic 
It flabellata Seward (1919) Jurassic 
miai--tzi Seward (1919) Rhaetic 
ginkgoides Jones & de Jersey (1947) Triassic 
huttoni Seward (1919) 
ipsviciensis Jones & de Jersey (1947) Triassic 
hermelini Harl-is (1935) Jurassic 
lobata Seward (1919) 
magnifolia Du Toit (1927) Triassic 
minuta Harris (1935) Jurassic 
moltenensis Du Toit (1927) Triassic 
multinervis Seward (1919) Lower Cretaceous 
obovata Msrris (1935) Emetic 
obrutscheuri Seward (1919) Jurassic 
pluriDartita Seward (1919) Lower Mesozoic 
Polaris Seward (1919) Jurassic 
sibiraca Seward (1919) Jurassic 
siramondsi Jones & de Jersey (1947) Triassic 
taeniata Harris (1935) Juras, sio 
trmeata sewardTigig) Lower Mesozoic 
whitbiensis Seward (1919) Jurassic 
Table 10. Possible comparisons with Ginkgoites sp. 
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all of the specimens under the name Gimkroites sp. 
126 
, TTJC7-RTzt'--' SMDTS 
Fo= genus Tae-nionteris Brongniart 1822 
This genus was modified by Harris (1932) to include three sub-divis- 
ions. The first division contained specimenst having no cuticlest knoi-m 
to be the sterile leaves of feins such as Marattiopsis and Danaeonsis; 
the second contained specimens in which the cuticle is absent or very 
poorly preservered, as in Taenionteris and the third included specimens 
with well preserved cuticlesp with either cycad-like or bennettitalean- 
like stoma. 
Genus Doratol)hvilum Ha=is 1932 
Harris erected this genus for those leaves of the Taenionteris type 
which were small# had the lamina attached to the sides of the rachis 
and which had stomata of the cycadean type. 
DoratolDbyllum (Taeniopteris) tenison-woodsi (Etheridge) Harris 
(Plate 10: 40v Text Figure 33) 
Five specimens were found altogether and four of these were contained 
on a single hand specimen, The best preserved frond measures 2#65 centi- 
metres long by Oe5 centimetres widej has a prominent midrib and sparse 
secondary venation, 
The secondary veins were not seen at first (refer to Plate 10: 40)t but 
after a short period of etching with Hydrofluo. ric acid and careful use 
of steel needles to remove the softened matrix, the veins were revealed 
(see Text Figure 33: A). 
Most of the veins are unbranched and only a single vein exhibits a 
dichotomy and this occurs very close to the rachis. The veins are spaced 
1*0 - 1*25 millimetres apart and are given off at an angle of about 
65 degrees from the midrib. 
Sections were obtained 14rom specimens passing through the matrix and 
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revealed a prominent groove on the upper surface of the midrib (refer 
to Text Figuxe 33: B). 'Prom, sectionst the fronds measure 6- 10 milli- 
metres wide with midribs 0-65 - 1-4 millimetres wide by 0-4 - o-6 milli- 
metres thick. No cellular detail was apparent in any of the sections. 
In overall appearaace, the specimens resemble Taenio-Dterls and Yab- 
iella Oishi 1931, 'but on closer examination the marginal vein (vez7 
characteristic of Yabiell is absent. 
The specimens compare with TaenioDteris tenison-woodsi recorded from 
the Ipswich coal measures by Jones and De Jersey (1947). Further comp- 
arisons have also been made with specimens of this species housed in 
the British Miseum (Natural History). -Material 
from Denma2lc Hill ýpecimen number V21371), described as Taenionteris 
tenison-woodsi, is identical with the present material in respect to the 
size, patte3m of seoondaxy venation and the presence of a m1drib groove. 
The specimens are included in Doratophyllum (Taenionteris) tenison- 
woodsiq even though the cuticle is not preserved in'this materialv on 
account of its identification with Taeniorteris tenison-woodsi. 
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Heim--onocaulon minutu-m gen. et sp, nov,, 
(Plates 11-41 -43P 12: 44 - 47P 13: 48 and 49, Text Figures 34 - 38) 
Large numbers of axes confo=ning to the same general pattem, have 
been found in both the present material and in the earlier Hobbs coll- 
ection. All of the axes are radially symmetricaly preserved in situ (ie. 
vertical to the bedding plane) and occur in various states of organiz- 
ation and preservationt but all axe characterized by a hexapartite and 
sometimes a tripartite form. 
The axes measure between 0-5 - 4-0 =illimetres wide and the larger 
specimens may possess up to three concentric outer layers surrounding 
a hollowq hexagonal shaped 'stele' up to 1*0 millimetre in diameter 
(refer to Plates 11: 41 and 439 12: 44 and 46 and Text Figures 34 and38). 
In transverse sectiong the stele contains iso-diametric to slightly 
radial elongate cells which appear to show some evidence of pitting 
and have the loose string of beads appearance under high magnification, 
A series of vertical sections was made through one of the best pres- 
erved specimens (refer to Text Figure 36) and several of these sections 
passed through the stele. Plate 11: 42 illustrates one of these sections. 
In the central stele the cells appear to be longitudinally elongated 
and in some sections the possible remains of annular or helical thick- 
ening is just discernible. This thickening is well seen in a very dist- 
orted longitudinal section (Slide Number 4)q but unfortunately it is 
not known if this belonged to the present material. 
Surrounding the stele there occurs poorly preserved parenchyma tissue 
and this was found to be preserved in only a few sectionsq the best exam- 
ple of which is illustrated in Plate 12: 44. It can be seen as a shrunken 
ring between the outer tissues and inner stele. 
Prom the vertical section in Plate 11-42, this tissue fo=s a plate or 
diaphragm connecting the outer tissues and stele and divides the axis up 
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mm 
Text Figure 34: ITexagonocaulon minutirn gen. et sp. nov. Reconstruction. 
Axis measures between 2- 4mm. wide. 
131 
10 
ZZO 
mm. 
Text FiGuxe 35: Ifexnzonocaulinq minutum gen. et sp. nov. Transverse serial 
peel sections on which Dart of text figure 34 was based. 
Slide Numbers 12 - 189 
ýobbs Specimen Ilumber P-101.14 
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into compartments. 
The outer tissue is made up of two to three concentric ringsv each 
composed of six lobes or plates in which the outermost layer divides 
up into three flanged 'scale leaves'. Prom serial peel sections (refer 
to Text Pigure 35) these scale leaves axe given off from the outermost 
layer in an alte3mating sequence, possibly at every node, but this is 
not definite as the stele was not preserved in the specimen used for the 
serial peel sections. 
Plates 12: 45,12S47v 13: 48 & 49 and Text Figure 37 illustrate the range 
of size and the variety of structure represented by these axes which 
have been re'cognized from both 1959 and 1975 collections. 
From all of the information accumulatedg a three dimensional recon- 
straction has been attempted (see Text Figure 34). This is an idealized 
diagram which was drawn from a model based on the serial peel sections 
and additional information derived from other sections and as a conse- 
quence may not bear an exact likeness to the original, 
In the reconstructiong there is a single six-lobed layer bearing alt- 
ernating whorls of three deeply bi-lobed or flanged scale leaves. In the 
centre is the hollow, hexagonal shaped stele which is probably connected 
to the outer layer by nodal diaphragms (this is not illustrated). 
Specimens up to 10 millimetres in length have been found but the major- 
ity are considerably shorter than this end the flanges on the scale leaves 
can be up to 0-75 millimetres in length. 
The diaphragm is made up of parenchyma-like tissue 1-2 cells in thick- 
ness, although one area occurs which appears to be four cells thick and 
although serial sections of the stele are few in numbert some appear to 
shon possible leaf gaps in the stele. Plate 12: 44 also reveals what 
could, be a leaf trace and which extends from the stele across the shrunken 
diaphragm and thence divides into two at the base of the leaf (see upper- 
most leaf in this illustration). 
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Text Figure 37: A. Hexasronocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov. 2-7mm- in diameter. 
Slide Number 179 Specimen Number P. 224.27 
B. Hexazonocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov. Oo6mm. in diameter. 
Slide Number 89 Hobbs Specimen Number P. 101.25 
C. Hexaponocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov. 1-3mm. in diameter. 
Slide Number 33P Specimen Number P. 224.48 
D. He-m-, onocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov. 2-2= x lo3= in 
diameter. Slide Number 23# Specimen Number P. 224.25 
E. Hexagonocaulon minu gen. et sp. nov. 1-6mm. in diameter. 
Slide Number 249 Specimen Number P. 224.29 
F. Hexaronocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov. 1-7mm. in diameter. 
Slide Number 14, Specimen Humber P. 224.27 
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Text Pigure 38: A. Hexagonocaulon minutum gen, et sp. nov, Complete specimen 
with stele, measurine 3-15mm- in diameter, Slide Number 251 
Specimen Number P. 224.25 
B. HexnTonocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov. 3-9mm. in diameter. 
Slide Number 10# Specimen Number P. 224.21 
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it is unknom whether the scale leaves 'From the evidence obtained7 
may have been fleshy in life and had a photosynthetic function (either 
nd poss- on a temporai7 or pe=anent basis) or were, in factýscale-like a, 
ibly used as an aid in support within other vegetation. 
The differentiation of the stele is very difficult to interpret as 
the phloem, does not seem to have been preserved and in several slides 
areas of broken-down cells occur on the outer points of the steler 
possibly ma33cing the position of the protoxylemg suggesting that the 
xylem was exarch. The stele appears to have short leaf gaps as they 
do not overlap when present but it is impossible to say whether the 
phloem developed on the outside or on both sides of the xylem as in 
medullated, protosteles and siphonosteles or solenosteles respectively. 
The axes do not compare with any of the Bryopsida or the solid proto- 
stelic Psilophytopsidat but it does beax a superficial resemblance to 
-to the Psil 
_sida. 
Psilotum possesses an overall similar shape in its 
aerial branchesq has a hexagonal stele with exarch protoxylem and in 
the smaller underground axes (less than 190 millimetre in diameter) a 
stele does not develop and the space is filled with parenchyma. 
Tmesipteris is much less like the axer. described and the Lycopsidsq 
which have spirally arranged leaves and no leaf gaps show no close comp 
arison. 
The Sphenopsids and in particular the Equisetites compare very well 
with the present material and have several features in common, In the 
Enuisetites there is a monopodial branch system; nodal diaphragms are 
present; the internodes of aerial stems is made up of large air spaces; 
in subterranean axes a stele does not develop and is replaced by pith; 
the xylem has annular and helical thickenings and the whorled scale lea 
ves are fused in a sheath and in multiples of three. (from Spornep 1974 
In contrast, Eguisetites has a medullated protostele with endarch prc 
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xylem and a xylem ring in the diaphragm which gives off leaf traces. 
It is mossible that the hollowl, he-magonal stele had a central medulla 
which has not preserved and that the material identified as exarch proto- 
xylem was in fact phloem and endarch protoxylem (carinal canal) was not 
preserved, 
The specimens do not compare with Pteropsidst Cycadopsids or Conifer- 
opsidst although they do exhibit superficial resemblances to transverse 
sections of Vertebrariaindica. 
In the Gnetopsida, the axes bear a striking similarity to the small 
leafy shoots of E-ohedra. 
Chamberlain (page 366t 1957) states that the leaves of the American 
species of B-ohedra are usually in whorls of three and in all cases the 
whorls alternate. 
Sporne (1974b) states that the leaves are reduced to minute scales 
which are soon shed and photosynthesis is carried out by the ribbed 
stems (this would account for the large numbers of axes present lacking 
leaf sheaths which were found in the collection). - 
The leaf trace is made up of two traces which arise from a, single gap 
(two trace - unilacahar) and the secondary wood. is made up of poorly 
differentiated fibresq vessels and ray parenchyma (Esaug 1965). 
Bierhorst (1971) states that similarities between Ephed and Equis- 
etum extend beyond the jointed stem with intercalary L-; rowth and reducedg 
whorled and fused leaves. In each the leaf traces extend throW; hout an 
entire internode and in the 'E'ouisetum stems below those points where the 
leaf traces are double, the stele is essentially identical to that of 
Erhedra. The similarity extends also to the metaxylem girdle at each 
node. 
Ephedra pollen Crains have been described from Permian (Wilsonp 1959) 
and Upper Triassic deposits (Scott, 1960) but little is known of the 
macrofossil vegetative remains. 
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From studies on E-phedraq it was noted that during sectioning of small 
aerial axes, the parenchymatous pith was very delicate and often pulled 
apart and that there was a small gap between the stelar and outer tiss- 
ues which caused the stele to drop out in several sections. This deli- 
cate pith and cortex would probably not be preserved in fossil material. 
It was also noted that helical thickening was apparent in the stem and 
leaf trace protoxylem. , 
In conclusiong these hexapartite axes have much in common with both 
Enhedra and Equisetites, less with Psilotum and, Tmesi-Dteris and much 
less with Vertebraria. 
In view of the uncertainty of identification, it is proposed to name 
these axes Hexagonocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov. (ie. very small six 
angled stem) until more evidence relating to their affinity can be 
obtained. 
Diagnosis: Small, slender aaces at least 10mm. long# 0-5 - 4-0mm. wide 
with internodes 2- 4mm. long, composed of one or sometimes two six 
sided or lobed concentric layers of tissuet bearing alternating whorls 
of three bi-lobed or flanged scale-like leaves. Hollowq hexagonal shaped 
stele with annular or helical ? thickened tracheids and connected with 
the outer surrounding tissue at the nodes ? by parenchymatous diaphragm 
2-4 cells in thickness, The reproductive organs are unknown. 
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Axis (indete=inate 
(Plate 13: 50) 
The axis measures 1-4 millimetres by 1-3 millimetres in diameter and 
has two to three outer layers surrounding a single compressed inner lay- 
er of cells. The thick celled outer layers have similarities with the 
corresponding layers in certain sections of Hexagonocaulon minutum gen. 
et sp, nov. (see Plate 12: 46) and the inner layer is similar to compressed 
axes of Ecuisetites sp. (see Plates 5: 18 and 5: 19). 
It is interesting to speculate that this could be the missing link 
connecting the mainly subterranean and rhizomatous specimens of Equis- 
etites sp. with the many aerial axes of Hexagonocaulon minutum.? 
AXis (indete=inate) 
(Plate 13: 51) 
This axis measures 2-2 centimetres by 1*8 centimetres in diameter 
and although incompletes reveals part of the outline of aC shaped trace. 
This axis may be equivalent to more complete and better preserved forms 
which possess aC shaped stele and have been included in Asterotheca 
crassa (compare with Text Figure 19: E). 
Branched axis (indeterninate) 
(Text Figure 39) 
This axis was first described by Orlando (1968) as an impression of 
either a Pteridophyte or Pteridospexm stem but not figured. 
I have succeeded in making., peel sections of both the main axis and 
the larger branch and these reveal a distorted C shaped anatomy, 
This indicates that the axis is of undoubted Fteridophyte affinity. 
Asterotheca crassa. has already been described from this collection 
possessing a similar anatonorv including the ra-chis described by Orlando 
(1968) as Os=undaceous. 
The anatomy of this material compares very well to that in axes of 
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Text Figure 39: A. Pteridophyte axis. 4-5cm. long x 1-5cm- 
wide. Hobbs Specimen Number P. 101.5 
B. Pteridophyte axis. Branch section. 2-0mm. 
x 0-9mm. in diameter. Hobbs Specimen 
Number P. 101 .5 C. Pteridophyte axis. ýIain axis section. 
3*2mm. x 0-75mm. in diameter. Hobbs 
Specimen Number P-101.5 
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Asterotheca crassa (compare Text Figures 39*-B with 1q: Bv D& P), 
From this evidence it would appear that this branched axis belonged 
to Asterotheca crassa, The main axis section (Text Figure 39: 0 shows 
better comparisons with Text Figure 19: C as in both cases the stele is 
slightly more complicatedy although the axes have been compressed in 
opposite directions, This evidence further supports the belief that the 
axis described by Orlando (1968) as a rachis of Os=ndaceae is in fact 
part of Asterotheca crassa. 
Leaf (indeterminate) 
(Text Figuze 40, A) 
Impression of a leaft 3075 centimetres long by 2-0 centimetres wide 
with a prominent midrib approximately Oeg millimetres thick. No venation, 
is preser7ed. 
leaf (cf. Phoenicopsis - Ginkmites tyne) 
(Text Figure 40: B) 
Leaf measuring 4-3 centimetres long by 1-5 centimetres wide with a 
prominent midrib up to 104 millimetres thick extending from the petiole 
and apparently dividing up into three equally broad veins in the lamina. 
It is possible that the veins are caused by folds or creases in the 
blade or are composed of a conglomeration of finer veins. 
Leaf (cf. Dipte3Zidaceae type 
(Text Figure 40: 0 
Leaf measures 1-6 centimetres long by 1*2 centimetres wide with a 
thicko tapering midrib approximately 0175 millimetres broad. After emer- 
ginC from the petiole the midrib'gives off two marginal veins and the 
remaining major vein bears alternating dichotomous secondary venation. 
Leaves (indeterminate, cf. Phoenico-osis - S-nhenobaiera ty-ne) 
(Text Figure 40: D) 
Im-oressions of three leaves, one measuring 2-1 centimetres long by 
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Text Figure 40: A. Leaf (indeterminate). 3-75cm. long x 2-0cm. 
wide. Specimen Number P-426.8 
B. Leaf (cf. Phoenicorsis - Ginlcmt_es type). 4-3cm. 
long x 1-5cm- wide. Specimen Number P. 426-4 
C. Leaf (cf. Dipteridaceae type). 1-6cm. lonG x 1*2cm. 
wide. Specimen Number P. 426.10 
D. Leaves (indeterminatep cf. Phoenicopsis - Erheno- 
baiera type). 2*1 cm. Icnf; x 0*8cm. wide, 2*2cm. and 
2*8cm. long x 0-54cm. and 0-58cm. wide respectfully. 
Specimen Number P-426.12 
E. Leaf (indeterminate). 3*2cm, long x 1*15cm- wide. 
Specimm- Number P. 224.7 
II' 
h 
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0-8 centimetres wide with a fine prominent midrib 0-3 millimetres thick 
but without the secondary venation preserved and hence indeterminate. 
The remaining two leaves, 292 and 2*8 centimetres long and 0054 and 
0058 centimetres wide respectfully have fine parallel venation traver- 
sing the lamina and although the number of veins increased with the 
width of the laminap no dichotomies were observed. 
Leaf (indeterminate) 
(Text Figure 40*. E) 
Fragments of a very poorly preserved leafg measuring 3-2 centimetres 
long by over 1-15 centimetres wide with a prominent midrib approxim tely 
0-5 millimetres thick. The leaf appears to have undergone some damage 
or was possibly partially decomposed prior to fossilization. 
Wood (indeterminatLe) 
(not illustrated) 
Small fragment of coalified, compressed wood which in section revealed 
raYs 4-7 cells high (105p - 29(ý=) but no other details. Slide number 
27, Hobbs specimen number P. 101.2. 
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MICROFOSSTIS 
Microfossils recornized in reels 
(Plates 10-52 - 55, Text Figuxe 41tA) 
From a series of peel sections made transversely through an axis of 
Hexagonocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov., several 'Spore clusters' were 
found to have been preserved inside the axis and in some cases these had 
broken up leaving groups of individual spores (refer to Plate 12: 46 and 
Text Figure 380). These same spores were also found in the surrounding 
matrix and often mixed with thin filaments but never in organic connect- 
ion. 
Similar spores were recognized in a second axis preserved close to 
the first but. these were less well preserved and no clusters could be 
seen,, 
The clusters measure between 701= - 84pm by 154P - 187p in diameter 
and the individual spores rance between 7p - 60+pm. The filamentous 
strands were up to 10ýxm thick and up to 50(ý= longt with apparent broken 
ends. All of these measurements were made from peel 6v slide number 11. 
Plates 14: 52 and 14: 53 illustrate the detail that can be observed in 
one of the better preserved spore clusters-whichp from serial sections 
appeax to be spherical in shape (see also Text Pigure 41: A)- 
Plate 14: 54 shows the mixture of spores and filaments found in the 
matrix and Plate 14: 55 reveals the furry-like surface texture of the 
spores. 
Identification of these bodies has proved very difficult. It is poss- 
ible that they may have been fungal in origin and entered the plant 
0 body before death (enlphytic or para itic), after death (saprophytic) or 
entered passivelyt suspended in the sedimcnts during the process of foss- 
ilization. There seems no evidence to support either of the first two 
possibilities as there does not seem to have been any host reaction or 
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breakdown of tissues. 
T'he material has been examined by mycologists in the School of t Plan 
Biology at U. C. N. W. and they reject it as being of fungal origin. 
It is possible that these are some kind of reproductive spores prod- 
uced by a higher plant (not necessarily by Hexamnocaulon minutum) and 
became trapped during fossilization. 
Prom the histogram of spore size made up*from the measurements of over 
two hundred spores (refer to Text Figure 42)9 it is evident that although 
the spores range in size from less than 10um to over 60p a peak occurs 
with the 10ý= - 14-5ý= group. This makes the curve very much skewed to 
the left as would be the case if many of the spores were immature. 
Homosporous spores have been recorded from Eguisetum X Tnoorej which 
range in size from less than 10ý= to greater than 65T=p although each 
spore is always in intimate association with an elater (Duckettt 1970). 
A third possibility is that these spores represent nothing more than 
storage materialv tannin or resin bodies, This would appear to be un- 
likely and could not account for their abundance in the surrounding 
matrix. 
Microfossils isolated bv bulk rac eration 
(Text Figure 41: B - J) 
In totalq eight types of spore-like or algal bodies and two cuticles 
were extracted by bulk m&-r-eration. These microfossils may be sub-divided 
into bi-lobed and spherical types. 
Bi-lobed tyrps(Desmicliodeae) 
(Text Figare 41: B and C) 
The placoderm desmids are much more numerous than the saccoderm and 
are an important constituent of phytoplankton. 
Typically, each cell is divided into two halves, one being the mirror 
image of the other and connected by a narrow central portiont the isthmus. 
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The cell wall is made up of an inner cellulose layer and an outer layer 
of variable compositiono frequently containing iron compounds or silica. 
Within the cell, the nucleus usually lies in the isthmus with one or 
more chloroplasts in each half-cell. 
All of these characters occur in the two bi-lobed fossils described. 
Text Figure 410 This is the smaller of the two bi-lobed microfossils 
and measures 32F by 251= in diameter. The surface appears slightly 
knobbly and inside the cell there occurs the remains of the protoplast. 
This too is bi-lobed in shape and each of the lobes has a darkened 
central area. 
Text Figure 41--C Two specimens are shown (i and ii) and illustrate the 
specimens from different angles. In both cases they appear triangular 
in shape when viewed lend on' but appear rounder and dumb-bell shaped 
when viewed I side on' measuring up to 4(ý= long by 2Eým - 33ý= in 
diameter. As with the previous specimenp, both contain bi-lobed central 
tissue. 
Srherical t"-es 
Text Figure Al: D, Three specimens were found and all oblate spheroid in 
shape with a rough textured outer surfacep measuring Bum by 2ý= in IF- 
diameter on average. No comparisons could be found. 
Text Figure 41-. E Two speoimensp both sphericalt measuring 191= and 23, um 
in diameter with a rough textured surface were recognized in the sample, 
Both specimens contained what appeared to be smaller sphere-li1ke objects 
and the smaller microfossil had what resembled short protuberances cover- 
ing part of the outer layer. 
These knobbly spores compare in some respects with microspores from 
extant heterosporous lycopodr. such as ESelapinella (Moore and Webb, 1978) 
althou, c; h the inner small spheres could be more indicative of an algal 
affinity (ie. some kind of resting spore). 
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Text Figure 41: A. Spore clusters 150ýun x 150PM -md 180ýxm x 
175, um in diame; er. Slide No. 11. Specimen 
Number P. 224.21 
B-7. Assorted microfossils. Specimen Numbers 
P. 224.21 and P. 224.27 
J. -Cuticles. 9opm x 86ý= and 102p x 104ý= in 
diameter. Specimen Numbers P. 224.21 and 
P. 224.27 
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Text Figure A1: F Single spore, 21pm in diameter with a slightly scarred 
but otherwise fairly smooth surface (indeterminate). 
Text Fignure 41-. G Single sporeq 19-5F in diameter with a smooth surface 
and possible tri-radiate sear, A small dark mass was discernibie to one 
side of the spore. It bears a resemblance to spores Of Sphw-mum (Moore and 
Webb, 1978). 
Text Figure 41-. H Single spore, ovoid in shape, measuring 23-5F by 14jum, 
in diameter with a fairly smooth surface (indetermin te). 
Text Figure 41-. T large single spore measuring 36-51= by 25-5pm in diam- 
eter with a pitted outer layer exhibiting two opposite longitudinal grooves. 
It compares in some respects to spores of Pteridi (Moore and Webb* 1978). 
These microfossils have been compared with established spores and algae 
known from the Triassic period (Chaloner# 1969 and Evitt, 1969) but the 
comparisons have met with little success, 
Cuticle remains 
The remains of two cuticles were obtained during the course of bulk 
ma ceration for spores (refer to Text Figure 41: J). The cuticles are very 
small, measuring 90jum by 86F and 104F by 102p in size and in the smal- 
Wr 
ler fragment, the position of some of the nuclei or possibly root bases 
have been preserved. 
It is impossible to establish from which plant these cuticles may have 
originated, but it is likely that they belong to the very small axes of 
Equisetites sp. which are abundant in the collection, 
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DTSCTJSSTON 
The following lists are of taxa recognized from the three sub-collec- 
tions from Williams Pointq Livingston Island as described in chapter two 
of this Thesis. Those species marked with an asterisk indicate a new 
record for the locality. 
Collection P. 224.2 - P. 224.16b 
* cf. Equisetites sp. 
of., Dicroidium (Xylopteris) spinifolia_(Prenguelli) Archangelsky 
Axes (indeteminate) 
Collectl6n P. 224.17 - P. 224.55 
* Thallites sp. (type a) 
* Thallit es sp. (type b) 
* Eouisetites sp, 
cf. Asterotheca crassa, Orlando 
* Dicroidium of. 
. 
1ancifolium (Morris) Gothan 
* Dicroidium, (Xylopteris) cf. spinifolia, (Prenguelli) Archangelsky 
Pagiopbyllum sp. 
Ginkgoites sp. 
Doratopbyllum (Taeniopteris) tenison-woodsi, (Etheridge) Harris 
* Hexagonocaulon minutum gen, et sp, nov, 
* Microfossils (including Desmidioideae) 
Collection P. 426 
Neocalamites, sp. 
Eouisetites sp. 
cf. Asterotheca, crassa Orlando 
Pterophyllum dentatum sp. nov,, 
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There is nothing to suggest that these collections came from signifi- 
cantly different horizons and as such will be treated as a complete 
flora. The complete flora includes all species detexmined, by Orlando 
(1968) and those found by a re-examination of this original collection. 
Cormlete fossil flora 
Thallites sp. (type a) 
Thallites sp. (type b) 
o Equisetites sp. 
Neocalamites sp. 
o- Asterotheca crassa Orlando 
ConioDteris distans Orlando 
Rachis of Osmundaceae (Asterotheca crassa) 
- Frond of Dipteridaceae 
- Thinnfeldia (Dicroidium sp. 
) 
Dicroidium cf. lancifolium (Morris) Gothan 
- Dicroidium 
(Xylopteria) cf. elongata (Frenguelli) Archangelsky 
Dicroidium (Xylopteris) cf. spinifolia, (Frenguelli) Archangelsky 
Pterophyll dentatum sp, nov, 
" Pagiophyllum sp. 
" Ginkgoites sp. 
Doratophyllum (Taeniopteri ) tenison-woodsi (Etheridge) Harris 
" Hexagonocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov,, 
I-Tacrofossils (indete=inatep cf. Phoenicopsis - Sphenobaiera types) 
4P Wood (indete=inate) 
Microfossils (including Desmidioideae) 
Key to Symbolss - recorded by Orlando (1968) from IIobb3 1959 collection; 
o recorded in both collectionsp after re-examination of the 1959 material 
* recorded in 1959 material only, after re-ex=ination of Hobbs collectic 
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COMPOS ITIOT 
The flora is dominated by 'in situ' remains (Enuisetites sp., Hexamno 
caulo minutum and to a lesser extent by drifted fragmental conifer 
shoots. 
Pteropsids are much less abtindant and are again of a very fragmented 
nature, 
All of the other taxa are rarer and often restricted to single rock 
specimens. 
Reproductive organs are rare and indeed have not been identified with 
any certainty and seeds entirely absent, 
Several types of microfossil are presento although only those repres- 
enting unicellular algae (desmids) have been identified with any certainty. 
COMPARTSOINS WTTH OTIM PWRAS FROM ANTARCTTCA 
(refer to Table 11) 
Very few floras of Triassic age have been found in Antarctica and as 
the majority of these are smallp they contain a restricted number of 
taxa which necessarily makes worthwhile comparisons more difficult, 
At present, only three other reasonable sized floras have been desc- 
ribed apart from the earlier Livingston Island collection. 
These are from the Upper Taylor Glacier (Plumsteadt 1962) and from' 
Mount Bumstead and Allan ITunatak (Grindley et alv 1964 and Townrowt 1967). 
The best comparison can be made with the flora from Mount Bumstead 
which has three taxa in common. 
CONMARTSONS WTTH OTFM FLORAS FROM THE RFST OF GOTMWATIAT. 07D 
(refer to Table 12) 
Africa: The flora compares with -'%, he Molteno of South Africa (Du Toitt 
1927 and Andersonp 1974P 1976); the Upper Beaufort of South Africa 
Thallites 
Equisetites 
Neocala, mites 
Asterotheca 
ConioDteris 
Dipteridaceae 
Dicroidium lancifolium 
Dicroidium elongata 
Dicroidium spinifolia 
Pterophyll-um 
Conifer shoots (pagiophyllum) 
Ginl%goites 
Doratophyll= tenison-woodsi 
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Ylolteno, S. Africa * 0 *1 1* a 0 1,9 10 0 10 1 1 Anderson (1974,1976) 
U. Beaufortv S. Africa 0 0 0 0 1* 1 1 Du Toit (1927) 
Moltenoq Rhodesia 0 0 16 0 Lacey (19709 1976) 
U. Karroo Zambia 0 _rLacey 
& Smith 972) 
l, - - - 1 1-Lace & Tu( ri - ress) ,. y p 
Wianamatta, N. S. W. Retallack (1977a) 
Hawkesbury, N. S. W. Retallack (1977a) 
Narrabeen, N. S. W. Burgess (1935), 'Walkom (192, ý 
Red Cliffs, N. S. W. Mint & Gould (1975) 
Nymboidav N. S. W. Flint & Gould (1975) 
Gunnee, N. S. W. 0 1j 41 *1 Bow: ite et al (1977) 
Ipswichv Queensland I 0 I- Jones &-de Jers (1947) 
Eskr Queensland - 0 - 0 0 
higby iWnalkom 
I 15,1q17a, &b 1918 
B. Maxsho Victoria Chapman (1927), Douzlas 1969 
Tasmania Jain & Delevoryas (1967) 
Ischigualasto# Argent. 0 0 *1 01 0 0 
Marayesq Argentina - 0 0 
1 0 *1 0 0, Archangelsky (1965t 1968) 
Potrer. -Cacheutaq Arn,, n , 0 * *I of 
Arrondo (1972) 
Barreal, Argentina 1 0 
1 
1 0 0 Frenguelli (1948) 
Llantenesq Argentina 0 Jain &- Delevoryas 
(1967) 
Paso I'lores, Argentina 0 
1 
-1 
Vilos-Ternerat Chile 0 a 0 0 Archangelsky (1968) 
Santa Flaria, Brazil 40 0 Archangelsky (1968) 
MaleripIndia 
1 0 Lele 
(1976) 
Pachmaxhi, India 0 Dlaheshwari (1976) 
-I Panchet, India Sitholey (1954) 
IL. Mesozoic, N. Zealand 0 0 0 A=ber (1917) 
Table 12, Comparison with other floras from the rest of Gondwanaland 
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(Du Toit, 1927) and to a lesser extent with the Upper Karroo of Zambia 
(Lacey and Smith,, 1972 and Lacey and Lucast in press). 
Austra, lia: The flora compares with the Esk Formation (Walkomq 1915t 1917a, 
1917bp 1918 and Rigby, 1977) and Ipswich Coal Measures (Jones and De Jez%. 
seYP 1947) of Queensland; the Basin Creek and Cloughers Creek floras 
(Flint and Gouldt 1975 and Retallack et alt 1977) which make up the 
Nymboida deposits; the Red Cliffs flora (71int and Gouldr 1975) and the Gun- 
nee Beds flora (Bourke et all, 1977) of New South Wales and-to a lesser 
extent with the Bacchus Marsh flora (Chapmang 1927 and Douglas, 1969) of 
Victoria. 
South Amerio: The flora compares with the Llantenes and Potrerillos 
Cacheuta Formations of Mendoza and with the Barrealp Ischigualasto and 
Yarayes Formations of San -Tuan (Archangelsky, 1965 and 1968, Jain and 
Delevoryasq 1967 and Arrondop 1972) in Argentina and to a lesser extent 
with the los Vilos and La Te=era floras of Chile and the Santa Maria 
flora of Brazil (Archangelskyt 1968). 
India: The Indian Middle Gondwana is rather poorly represented Init of 
the three stages) Panchetv Pachmarhi-and Malerit the latter stage would 
appear to have the most in common (Sitholeyp 1954; Lelet 1976 and Mahesh- 
wari, 1976). 
New Zealand: The flora, compares superficially with the Lower Mesozoio of 
New Zealand (Arbert 1917). 
AGE 
(refer to Table 13) 
The collection is of undoubted Triassic agekcontains many species 
which are characteristic of the Lower Mesozoic and relics from the Permian 
period are rare. 
Diaroldlum spp. are very indicative of a Triassic age and Retallack 
(1977b) states that Dicroidium lancifolium is restricted between the 
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PM. L. TRIASSIC N. TRIASSIC U. TRIASSIC JURS. 
V ý4 
P.. c 0 
4`11 CIO, Elnýk 
- T . Beauf. Molteno (6) 01) 
I'soltano 
(5) 
Upper Ka 'o rx 0 
(1) 
Narrabeen Hawks. Wiana. 1 1 
(0) (1) 
Nyýoida Red Cliffs 
(2) (3) 
Gunnee 
(5) 
Esk Ipswich 
(6) (9) 
I scl 
(7V* 
D la r- 
(g r 
Potrerillos - Cacheuta (6) 
Ba=eal 
(3) 
Mant. 
(3) 
P. no rl 
L 
Panchet Pachrrari I Maleri 
(0) (2) 
S. Africa 
Rhodesia 
Zambia 
N. S. W. 
N. S. W. 
N. S. W. 
Queensland 
Argentina 
Argentina 
Argentina 
Argentina 
Argentina 
Argentina 
India 
Table 13. Stratigraphic correlation of Middle Gondwana floras. 
(Number of common taxa shown in brackets). 
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Smithian and Phaetian and that Dicroidium (Xylopteris) s-Dinifolia is 
restricted between the Anisian and Norian. 
Stipanicic and Bonetti (1967) state that Dicroidium (Xylopteris) elon 
ata and Diemidium (Xvlo-oteris) spinifolia are common elements in'the 
I-lid - Upper Triassic of Argentina. 
Orlando (1968) states that ConioDteris is a common member of the Md 
Triassic of Argentina. 
The flora has many elements in common with both the Esk (upper Anisian 
upper Ladinian) and younger Ipswich (upper Ladinian - lower Noriaa) floras 
from Australia and with the Molteno (upper Anisian - lower Norian) flora 
of AfriM, 
From a study of the oppel-zones (defined as an evolutionary change of 
fossil plants and fossil plant associations with time) put forward by 
Retallack (1977a)v the flora has more in common with the Dicroidium odon- 
topteroides oppel-zone (Aniso - Ladinian) than with the earlier Dicroidium 
zuberi oppel-zone (Smithian - Anisian) or the later Tabeiella oppel-zone 
(Ladino 
- Carnian). 
From all accountsq the, flora would appear to range from mid to upper 
Anisian to mid Norian and probably occupies a central position in the 
range (Ladino - Camnian) as it appears 'to have a similar number of taxa, 
in common with both the earlier (Aniso - Ladinian) and later (Camo - 
Norian) floras, 
This age (upper Mid Triassic - lower Upper Triassic) for the flora is 
younger than the Lower - Mid Triassic age determination of Orlando (1968). 
=ONK MT 
The Bryopsida ? (3-5 %) and the Sphenopsida (50 9o) are all preserved 
in situ and the latter group form the most dominant members of'the coll- 
ection. The remaining Pteropsida (6 O, o), Cycadopsida (4 %), Coniferopsida 
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(25 5S) and Incertae Sedis (11-5 7,53) make up the rest and apart from 
Hexamnocaulon minutum, are all preserved in a very fragmented condition. 
In Situ plants: Both Thallites spp. appear to be sterile (apart from the 
small bumps found adjacent to the midrib in Thallites rp. b. which may 
possibly represent involucres) and this is often indicative of favour- 
able growing conditions, The plants themselves are reasonably undama ed 
and suggests they were preserved in the place of actual growth on mud 
banks or if transported, were carried only a short distance, 
Both Equisetites sp. and Hexagonocaulon minutum were preserved in situ 
and indicate that the sedimentary rock in which these remains are found 
also represents part of the original habitat and which must have under- 
gone periodic inundation at some time, Mach of the matrix is made up of 
fine silt and mudstones which suggest transportation was by slow moving 
streamsp an idea further supported by the fragmented plant remains which 
are all small (and hence would be light) and fairly easily transported 
by sluggish oving water. 
Finagmentary plants: These no doubt represent the flora which grow some 
distance from the sedimentary basin and were brought in to the site. 
No large heavy twigsp wood fragments or seeds have been found in the 
collection and probably indicate that these would ha; 7e been sorted out 
and deposited further upstreazý. 
The remains are dominated by coniferopsidsq showing that these were 
either easily transported, preserved better or were a dominant constit- 
uent of the hinterland vegetation, This latter point has not been sub- 
stantiated by microfossil studiesp is. no coniferous pollen has yet been 
identified, 
MkcrofoSsilsi Fossil desmids have been recognized and these are very 
indicative of a lacustrine type of environment. 
It is extremely difficulto if not impossible to obtain reliable quant- 
'59 
itative info=ation on the com-position of fossil plant associationsp 
since a single collectiono however large, is likely to be affected by 
natural sorting and may not represent an accurate cross section of the 
flora as a whole. 
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tissue. Magnification approximately X400. 
Slide Number 40. 
Specimen Ilumber P. 426.6 
Plate B-32 PteroolrT, lum dentattim sp. nov. Tracheids seen in 
longitudinal section. Upper is annular/helical type, 
lower is reticulate type. Eaýnification approximately 
X650. Slide : Tumber 45. 
Specimen Number P. 426.6 
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PLATE 9 
Plate 9.33 Pagiorhylium sD. 2-o5w.. long x 0-ý3cm- -.! ide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.49 
Plate 9.34 Pagio7hy I 
'l um sn. 
3-08cn. long x 0-47cm. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.42 
Plate Q. 35 PagioPhyllum sP. 3-')Cm. long x 0-25cm. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.34 
Plate 9.36 Pwziophyllum an. 2-3 cm. long x 0-5cm. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.49 
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Plate 10-37 Pagiophyllum sp, 1-35=. lone x 6mm. wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.31 
Plate 10-38 Ginkgoite2 sp. 104cm- long x 1*30m- wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.27 
Plate 10.39 Ginkgoite! L sp. 2-25=. long x 1170cm-wide. 
Hobbs Specimen Number P. 101.25 
Plate 10.40 Doratophyllum (Taenionteris) tenison-,, roodsi 
2-65cm.. Iong-x 0-5=- wide. 
Specimen Number P. 224.36 
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Plate 11-41 7exag. nnoc_, ujon minuti= gen. et s-). no,,. r. Transverse 
section off -3-xis. 3-15-an. wide 
Slide ! I=ber '18. 
Specimen Number P. 22-4.27 
Plate 11-42 Hexaonoca7a!, 2n minutum Ten. et sp. nov. Radial - 
longitudinal section. 2-0mm. 
Slide ", umber 21. 
Specimen Number P. 224.27 
Plate 11 -43 'Hexa. --, onocaulon -ninutum gen. et sn. nov. Stele 
O-emm. wide 
Slide Number 18. 
Specimen 'Number P. 2241.27 
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Plate 12-44 'Fiexp. 
--onocaguion minu-=m gen. et sp. nov. 
-2=-3-nsve--se 
section. 3-28=. wide (m=irmurn). 
Slide 1'ýmber 17. 
Specimen 'Number P. 224.2"l' 
Plate 12-45 Hexagonocaulon minutum gen. et s-p. nov. Transverse 
section. 1*ýO=. wide (maximum). 
Slide Number 24. 
Specimen Number P. 224.29 
Plate 12-46 Hexaggonocanulon m-, qutum genn. et, sp. nov. Transverse 
section. 3-75mm. wide (razi=am) . 
Slide Number 10. 
I opecimen Number P. 224.21 
Plate 12-47 Eiexzýgonocaulon miniatum gen. et sp. no-7. 'i"ransverse 
section. 2-7mm. wide 
Slide Number 18. 
Specimen 11, umber -1.224.27 
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Plate 13-48 Hexag-onoc-aulon mir-utu-m gen. et sp. nov. Transverse 
section. 1-70MIn. wide (maximun). 
Slide Number 14. 
S-Peciinen Number P. 224.27 
Plate 13-49 F-e-. w, -, onocaulon minutum gen. et sp. nov. Transverse 
section. 1*7mm. wide (maxim=). 
Slide Number 14. 
Specimen Number P. 224.27 
Plate 13-50 Axis (indeterminate). 1-3rn. wide (maximum). 
Slide I. 'umber 22. 
Specimen Number P. 224.22 
Plate 13-51 Axis (possibly larg-e Asterothecýa crassa type). 
292mm. wide (maxinram). 
Slide Number 1)6. 
Specimen Number P. 224.32 
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Plate 14-52 Spore cluster foimd within axis of Hexagono-gaulon 
minutum gen. et sp. nov. Cluster dia=eter measures 
180um. (maxilmlm) in diameter. 
F- 
Slide Number 11. 
Snecimen Number P. 224.21 
Plate 14-53 Details of s-Dore cluster seen in Plate 14-52. 
Slide Number 11. 
Specimen Number P. 221.21 
Plate 14-54 Single spores and filaments obser7ed in the matrix 
surrounding the axis. S'pores measure u-) to 27T"wide, 
filaments measure 10pm. tlluck x 2ý-, 6ým. lon, 3. T- 
Slide Number 11. 
Specimen 'Number P. 224.21 
Plate 14-55 Spore P, -=u-c found within axis of Hexaf7onocaulon 
minutum Cen. et sp. nov. -ý-pcres measlire to A2-5j'n. 
in diameter. 
Slide 'Turnber 11. 
I SDecimen Number P. 224.21 
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CHAPTER THREE 
A TERTIARY FLORA FROM 
KING GEORGE ISLAND 
169 
CH, U>7ER 
SUr, ID MR Y 
Eleven specimens of fossil woodt collected from Keller Peninsula, 
King George Island in the South Shetlandsq Antarctica have been exam- 
ined in detail using both optical and scanning electron microscope 
teabniques. 
It is suggested that at least four species are represented and three 
of these are reasonably well preserved, 
Accurate stratigraphic determination is difficult,, although the 
woods are thought to be of Tertiary (possibly early Tertiary) age. 
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INTRODUCTTON 
Gothan (1908) described Dadoxylon pseudoparenchymatosum and Dadoxylon 
sp., plus two other wood taxa from Seymour Island near the Antarctic 
Peninsula. 
This was later followed by Seward (1914) who described Antarcticoxylon 
priestleyi from supposed Triassic deposits in Priestley glacier. . 
In 1928 Edwards recorded Dadoxylon sp. after re-examining material 
collected on Ferrar's Antarctic Expedition of 1901 - 1904. 
Gordon (1930) has also recorded Dadox7ion (Araucarioxylon) sp. from 
the Bay of Isles in the Islands of South Georgia. 
Material collected on the famous Trans --Antarctic Expedition of 
1955 - 1958 included two specimens of wood from Allan Nunatak (Victoria 
Iand), these being Dadoxylon allani and Taeniopitys scottii (Mr-ausel, 
1962). 
, 
Schopf (1962,1973) has recorded Antareticoxylon sp. from both Permian 
and Triassic depositst further evidence which casts doubt on the age 
determination of the material from Priestley glacier. 
A description of the largest collecton of fossil woods from Antarctica 
was made by Maheshwari (1972) and includes ten woods of Palaeozoic age 
from various sites, three of these being new species, 
Dadoxylon sp. was recorded by Plumstead (1975) from poorly preserved 
specimens found in material of Permian or Carboniferous age at Rilorg- 
fjella in Dronning Maud Land. 
Apart from South Georgia, fossil wood has also been recorded from the 
Falkland Islandsp where Dadoxylon cf. angustrum and Dadoxylo lafoniense 
were recorded by Halle (1912) and Dadoxylo bakeri was later described 
by Seward and Walton (1923), all from Pe=ian or Carboniferous deposits. 
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MATERIAL 
King George Island is the largest member of the South Shetlands Group 
and is situated between latitude 61050' and 62*15'S and longitude 59045' 
and 61015--w. 7he island measures approximately 78 kilometres (49 miles) 
long and up to 29 kilometres (18 miles) wide and lies between '. ', Telson 
Island to the West and Bridgeman Island to the East (refer to Text Fig- 
ure 43). 
The material was collected by C-M Barton during geological surveying 
for the British Antarctic Survey from Keller Peninsula in the central 
bay of the island. 
Keller Peninsula consists of a north by north-westerly dipping sequence 
of andesitic lavas and pyroclastic rocks, Rrom early days in the geo- 
logic exploration of King George Island, its volcanic rocks were 
divided stratigraphically into Jurassic and late Cretaceous to early Terti- 
ary strata (refer to Table 14) and because of their highly altered 
stateg the rocks of Keller Peninsula were assigned to the Jurassic or 
Upper Jurassic (Hawkesq 1961 and Barton, 1965). 
The Jurassic succession is 250 metres (800 feet) thickt the lower 
half composed entirely of andesitic lavasy the upper half of coarse 
agglomerates and tuffs and containing occasional wood fragments (Adiev 
1964). The woods are carbonizedt silicified and calcified and although 
no associated leaves have been found it is possible that they are comp- 
arable to the woods from the Upper Jurassic rhyolites of Cape Disappoint- 
ment (Barton, 1965). These rocks pre-, date the Andean Intrusive Suite 
(late Cretaceous-early Tertiary) and exhibit strong petrological affin- 
ities with the Upper Jurassic volcanic rocks of the nearby Antarctic 
Peninsula. 
Rocks previously mapped as Jurassic on Fides Peninsula 
(Grikurov and 
Third Party Material excluded from digitised copy. 
Please refer to original text to see this material. 
r 
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Polyakovj, 1968) and in the Marian Cove and Admiralen (Davies, in press 
I& 2) have been critically re-examined and the criterion that Jurassic 
volcanic rocks can be recognized by their state of alteration has been 
strongly questioned. In the three cited instances there is evidence 
that the altered rocks are early Tertiary in age and the presence of 
any Jurassic rocks at all in King George Island should be viewed with 
caution (Thomson - pers. comm. ). 
Two fossil sites yielding wood were found on Keller Peninsula although 
all have similar numbers (refer to Text Figure 44). 
1. Two un-numbered blocks, designated G-536. A and G-536. B (site local- 
ity unknown). 
2. G-536,2t G-536.39 G. 536.4p G. 536.6, G. 536.7 and G-536.8 were collected 
from moraines scattered over the surface. 
3. G-536.90 G-536.13 and G-536.14 were collected from 'in situ' agglom- 
erate exposed in a rock ridge on the south side of Noble Glacierp approx- 
imately one kilometre north of the old Falkland Island Dependency Survey 
base area. 
Third Party Material excluded from digitised copy. 
Please refer to original text to see this material. 
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POSITION OF M GMTro DADOXYMN 
Most Palaeozoic fossil wood was assigned arbitrarily to the form genus 
Dadoxylon Entilicher 1847 and in most cases little attention was paid to 
any primary tissues which may have been, preser7ed. Dadoxylon is thought 
to represent the wood of the Cordaitales, a member of the Coniferopsida, 
found only in the fossil flora. 
Problems arose when woodg seemingly identical to Dadoxylon was discov- 
ered in Ilesozoio and younger strata. 
The Cordaitales became extinct by the end of the Permian period (Sporne, 
1974) and so the generic name Araucarioxylon Kmus 1870 was applied to/ 
these woodsq mainly on the grounds that it could not belong to the Cord- 
aitales (and hence Dadoxylon and so must be assigned to another genus. 
The fact that the Type species of Araucarioxylong A. carbonaceum was des- 
cribed from the Carboniferous of England was ignored, 
The use of age as a criterion for taxonomic distinction '. s rem-y unsat- 
isfactory and although supported by Arber (1905) and ; Ihite (1908), it was 
strongly criticised by Seward (1919) and later authors* 
The problems inherent in identifying wood asýeither Dadoxylon or Arauc- 
arioxylo from deposits of uncertain age and their subsequent potential 
use as stratigraphic indicators are obvious, 
Walton (1925) first proposed the genus Trimnon7elon for Dadoxylon 
pedroi Zeiller on the character of its preserved pith, Since theng many 
workers (Krauselp 19289 1956,1962; Kriusel and Doliantit 1958; Surange 
and I-Taithy, 1962,1963 and Maheshwarit 1966) have assigned wood species 
with preserved primary tissues to taxa other than Dadoxylon. 
This has to some extent greatly reduced the number of species of 2Zý2M- 
Ylon although problems of assigning specimens which possess only second- 
ary wood still remain. 
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Greguss (page 17-18,10,67) suggests that Dadoxylon should be restricted 
to woods which have uni - triseriate (rarely 4- 10) TaYs, irrespective 
of whether there are araucariany spiral or annular thickenings in the 
tracheids. 
Recent Arancaria and Amthis species with araucarian pitting always 
ha7e uniseriate (exceptionally, partly biseriate) rays. This fact has been 
taken up by YahesIn-tari (197? ) who suggests that woods with uniseriate and 
rarely partly biseriate rays should not be assigned to Dadorflon but to 
Araucarioxy-lo . 
Lepekhina and Yatsenko - Khmelevsky 
(1966) and Ioepekhina (1972) retain 
Araucario: ýýVlonp along with four other genera for preserved secondary wood 
only and assign wood with a particular type of primary tissue 
(endarch 
primary xylem and larget non-septate homo or heterocellular pith without 
secretory cells) to DadoyTlo . This was done after comparison with the 
Type species first described by Lindley and Hutton in 1831. 
Miller (1977) has stated that detenaining which woods of the late Palae- 
ozoic and ? 1esozoio belong to Dadoxylon and which belong to Araucarioxylo 
is not an easy task and there is much confusion. 
Erasmus (1976) states that according to the rule of priority the e 
Dadoxylon is the correct name and must be applied to both araucaroid 
Coniferales and cordaitalean woods,, 
I am in agreement with Maheshwari (1972) that secondary wood of the 
Dadoxylon and Araucarioxylon type which has well preserved primary tissue 
should be assigned to other taxa but see no point in retaining both Dadox- 
vlon and Araucariox7rlon for describing the same wood on the grounds of 
slight differences in the width of the rays. While it is true that rec- 
ent Araucaria possesses uniseriate and ely partly biseriate rays, it 
does not seem wise to use this as a criterion for dividing fossil woods 
which may be over 300 million years old, 
It is suggested that the genus Araucarioxylon be dropped since it 
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contradicts the botanical code of nomenclature, implying a direct rel- 
ationship with living Araucaria and disregards the rule of priority as 
noted by Erasmus (1976). 
Dadoxylon should be used for all secondary wood in which the primary 
tissues axe not or are too poorly presezved to be used for taxonomic 
distinction. Those woods of DadorrIon with preser7ed primary xylem and 
pith can be readily assigned to other taxa. 
This will immediately remove any confusion between Dadox7, rlon and Arau- 
carioxylon,, which in point of fact was immecessarily self-inflicted in 
the first place. 
Foss- 
-woods with 
Dadoxylom tTDe secondarv wood 
Dadoxylo (no primai7 tissues) 
Damudoxyl Maheshwari 1966 
Megaporoxylon Kriiusel 1956 
Kaokoxylon Krausel 1956 
Trigonomyelon Walton 1925 -based on primary tissues. 
Solenoxylon KrEusel 1956 
Polysolenoxylon Kr5, usel and Dolianti 1958 
An'taraticoxylon Seward 1914 - 
In this list. Dadoxyloncorresponds to Araucarioxylon of Lepekhina (1972) 
and to Dadoxvlo and Araucarioxylon combined in Maheshwari (1972). 
Diagnosis of Dadoxylonq Endlicher 1847 emend. 
Homoxylic wood of gymn6sperms. Growth rings more or less distinct or 
absent, Polygonal or round tracheid pits in uniseriate or multiseriate 
araucaroid arrangementl spiral thickenings are not presentt cross-field 
pits araucaroid - cupressoid, numerons. 
Rays, as a rule# uni biseriate and rarely up to five seriate of var- 
ious height, Horizontal and tangential walls of rays unpitted. 
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SYSTOUTIC I)ESCRTPTTOIN OF THE FWPA I 
The following qualitative and quantitative characters ha: 7e been used 
wherever possible to fully describe the eleven specimens of fossil wood, 
Oualitative character Corresrondinjz nuantitative character 
Growth rinss Size of rings. and tracheids 
Pith and cortical tissues Size of pith and cortex 
Xylem parenebyma 
Resin production 
Tangential tracheid pitting Number of seriationsp size of pits 
Type of radial tracheid pitting * Number of seriationsq size of pits 
Bars of Sanio 
* Type of cross-field pitting * Number and size of pits 
* Ray structure * Heightp width and cell dimensions 
An asterisk indicates the characters used for comparison purposes. 
The wood descriptions are based on general observations of the blocks 
and the detail visible, in transverseq tangential longitudinal and radial 
longitudinal sections, Additional info=ation obtained by the use of the 
scanning electron microscope is also discussed. 
G. 536 A 
(Plates 15: 56 and 15t57) 
General observations: The block measures 7-0 centimetres long by 5*0 cent- 
imetres wide with prominentp thick ribbing on the external surface- The 
ribs measure 3-4 per centimetre and appear finely striated under the 
binocular microscope. 
TTsnaverse sections No cellular detail was visiblet although possible 
growth rings (1-5 - 6-0 millimetres wide) were seen to correspond with 
iso 
the surface ribbing, No detail was visible in any longitudinal sections. 
Scanning electron microsco : Plate 15: 57 illustrates the detail seen 
from a selected fractured# revealing the remains of tracheids ?. This is 
interesting as no cellular detail was seen in any sections. 
2,. U 6. B 
(Plates 15: 58 and 59t 16: 60 - 64 and 17: 65, Text Figures 45 and 47: 1) 
General obser7ations: Block measures 5-6 centimetres long by 4-0 centi- 
metres wide with prominent growth rings 098 - 2*0 millimetres thick and 
a finely striated weathered surface. 
Transverse section% The early wood makes up the bulk of the growth ringg 
with the late wood restricted to a thickness of 45pm - 175ý= and making 
up'almost 10 0,1) of a complete ring. The early wood tracheids measure from 
26pm by 9-5pm to 491= by 45pm in dip-meter and are commonly compressed 
tangentially. The late wood tracheids are much smaller,, measuring from 
3-5pm by 3-5pin to 7-5pm by 11-0ý= in diameter. 
Tangential longitudinal section; The rays aC% uniseriatep measure 2- 11 
cells high and have an average height of between 4-6 cells. The rays 
are 60pm - 326F in height, with middle cell measurements of 26ý= by 15pm 
and wedge shaped end cell measurements of 15pm by 7-511m in diameter. 
Radial longitudinal section: The tracheids have lengths up to 650pmt 
with an average of 400ýxm and have uni - biseriate 
(rarely uniseriate) 
altexnate bordered pitting, The pits range in r-ize from 9-4ým by 8-6pm to 
151= by Ilpm in diameter. 
In the cross-field pitting, 2-8 pits (commonly 4- 6) occured in 
each field, the pits being mostly round in shapep measuring 7-5p by 7-511m 
with simplet round to oval apertures 5.6,2m by 5-Cý= in diameter. 
In many of the sectionsq tracheids were observed containing a dar"Cly 
stained material (resin) which was often resiricted'to localized patches 
adjacent to the rays. 
Scannin. r, - electron microscopy: Plate 16: 63 illustrates a radially longit- 
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Text Figure 45: Wood B. Tangential longitudinal section. MUM x 63 
area. Slide Number 4, Specimen Number G-536. B 
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udinal fracturev revealing sections of uniseriate pitted tracheids and 
fragments of two rays. 
Plate 17: 64 illustrates a tangential longitudinal fracture which shows 
a vertical section through two rays. In the right hand ray, it is possible 
to see the individual cell walls of the ray members. 
Plate 17: 65 is an oblique transverse through two tracheids, the lower- 
most tracheid revealing biseriate pitting visible on the inner surface, 
9,53,62 
(Plates 17: 67 and 18: 68 - 70j Text Figures 46 and 47: B) 
General observations: The wood block is 8-0 centimetres long by 3-7 centi- 
metres wide with growth rings easily seen by the naked eye. No pith or 
cortical tissue was preserved. 
-Transverse-section: 
The growth rings are incompletet measure 0,182 - 11,05 
millimetres thick and composed mostly of early wood. The late wood meas- 
ures 5(ý= - 1251im wide and makes up approximately 10 Yo of the growth 
ring. -All of the tracheids are distorted (refer to Plates 17t67 and 18: 68) 
to a certain degree and this has hindered direct measurements. 
Early wood tracheids measure from Yýzm by 221m to 45jum by 38pm and late 
wood tracheids from 7-5p by 6-0 j= to 11elp by 11-5, um in diameter. 
Tangential longitudinal section: Tangential pitting of the tracheids is 
not present, although radial pitting is sometimes seen owing to dist- 
ortions in the wood. 
The rays are all uniseriate and are 2- 11 cells high (with an average 
height of 4-5 cells). The rays measure between 6(hm and 390jum highq F- 
the middle cells measuring 22-6ý= by 22-OF and the wedge shaped end cells 
22-6pm by 7-5)um in diameter. 
Radial longitudinal section: Tracheids commonly measure from 350pm to 
48(ýzm in length, but some individual specimens appear to be up to 63(_'him 
long. The pitting on the radial walls of the tracheids is uni - triseriate 
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Text Figure 46: Wood 2. Tangential longitudinal section. 83" x 
630pm area. Slide Rmber 7. Specimen Number G. 536,2 
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(rarely uniseriate but commonly triseriate) with alternate bordered 
pitting. The overall pit size measures from 11-" by 995f= to 15oQum b- I- y 
12o(ý= and the pit pore, which was preserved in only a few cases measure 
from 7-51im by 7-0ý= to 10-5p by 8-3pm in diameter. 
One to four pits are found in the cross-field and in some cases a paired 
arrangement can be discemnedo The pits have an overall measurement from 
6-6pm by 6-6)im to 1OoOum by Mpm with pit pores 5-2pm by 5-2jum to 7-5)am -I- 
by 5-6pm in diameter. 
From various sectionsq it would appear that localized patches of resin 
are present as many tracheids have daekly stained contents. 
Surfrisinglyq results with the scanning electron microscope on wood 
fractures proved disappointing in view of the fact that the material had 
provided good peel sections, 
G. 
-536, -3 
(Plate 18: 71) 
General'obser7ations: The material consisted of a compressed axis on 
the surface of a large rock specimen. The axis measured 8-5 centimetres 
long (although wood was only preserved over a length of 5-2 centimetres) 
by 1-7 centimetres, wide and was up to 2-0 millimetres thick, Fine ribbing 
could be seen on the surface of the axis and may represent the remains 
of growth rings. 
A series of peels was made from the surface of the specimen and selec- 
ted areas mounted on slides. The preservation was extremely pooro all of 
the the cells having been broken down and preventing any microscopic 
details being recorded. 
No other sections were taken. 
G. 536.4 and 8 (part and counterpart) 
(Plates 20: 79 and 21: 80 - 82, Text Figures 48 and 49) 
General observations: Specimen G. 536.4 is a wood block 7-0 centimetres 
long by 4-7 centimetres wide with prominent mineral bandinC of lignite 
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Text Figure 48: Wood 4. Tangential longitudinal section. 830ýtm x 
630ýxm area. Slide Iýumber 9. Specimen Number G. 536.4 
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Text Pigu-re 49s Wood 8. Tangential long-Itudinal, section. 83Cým x 63" area. Slide Number 17. Specimen Number G-536,8 
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and iron oxide and only a faint suggestion of growth rings. 
Specimen G-536.8 measured 4-9 centimetres long by 4-75 centimetres wide 
and also possessed the mineral banding and poor growth ring3. 
The complete specimen (G. 536.4 and G. 536.8) measures 7-6 centimetres 
long by 5-7 centimetres wide. 
Transverse section: G. 536_. 4_ No growth rings seen under microscope and 
very few tracheids p=eser7edp some with apparent diameters of 15-01=. 
G. 536.8 Slightly better preservation was encountered with tracheids 
measuring from 15-01= by 7-5p to 30901= by 22o6jum in diameter with a 
very pronounced tangential compression and a suggestion of growth rings, 
Tangential lonxitudinal sectiont G. 536.4, All rays uniseriatep 2-8 
cells high with an average height of 4-5 cells. The rays measure from 
25-Opm to 2901am high with the middle cells measuring 33-ý= by 30-0, um to 
37-5pm by 37-5pm and the edge cells 21-(ý= by 19-0, um in cross section, 
G. 536.8 All rays uniseriatet 2- 13 cells high with an average height 
of 3-5 cells. The rays measure from 90#Opm to 587F high with the mid- 
dle cells measuring 45.01= by 45-Opm and the edge cells 45-0ý= by 37-" 
in cross section. 
Tangential pitting was not observed in either specimen, 
Radial longitudinal section: G. 536.4 The tracheids appear to have uni- 
seriate pitting with individual pits measuring 10*5p by 7-5fun in diexam- 
eter. In G. 536. both uniseriate and biseriate pitting was preservedp 
with pits 9*41im by 5-0jum to 9-" by 8,, 61= in diameter and round pit pores 
4o" by 4-8P in size. 
In both specimens the cross-field pitting is poorly preservedo although 
in a few examples in G-536.8 one to four pits (possibly in pairs) can just 
be made out. The pits appear to measure 6*" by 4-5jum. in diameter. 
-G536.6 
(Plates 19: 72 - 75 and 20976, Text Fig=e 50) 
General obser7ations: The block measures 4-7 centimetres long by 1-6 
leg 
0.5mm 
Text Figure 50: Wood 6. Tangential longitudinal section. 830ým x 
630ým aTea. Slide Number 13. Specimen Number G-536.6 
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centimetres wide with no apparent growth rings. 
-Transverse section: 
lihe growth rings can be seen to measure 1-0 - 3-3 
millimetres thick, with individual tracheids ranging in size from 15-Opm by 
15-Opm to 38-Opm. by 36*5pm and many appear to contain darkly stained mat- 
erial and which is probably the remains of resin. In some tracheids the 
cell wall (ie. probably two cell walls) is over 5001= thick. 
Tangential longitudinal section: The rays are uniseriate, 2- 10 cells 
high with an average height of 3-4 cells, The rays measure 80-ý= to 
360fm high with the middle cells measuring 30-OFm by 30-OPM and the edge 
cells 30-0f= by 25-Cýxm in cross section. 
Radial longitudi al section: The tracheids measu=e between ll; Nim and 225p 2 1- 
longg although some appear to have lengths up to 489ý= and possess uni - 
biseriate (mostly-aniseriate) bordered pitting. In contiguous uniseriate 
pitting the pits measure 11-0ý= bY 5-511m in di=eter. 
The 'cross-field pitting was poorly preser7ed and it appeared that maybe 
2v possibly more pits occured in each field. 
In'all of the sections madev there was no evidence of any tanffential 
pitting, 
G56.7 
(Plates 20: 77 and 20: 78) 
General observationse. The block measured 4-1 centimetres long by up to 
3-0 centimetres wide with no apparent external detail visible, 
Transverse section: Although no growth rings were observed the tracheids 
ranged in diameter from 13-, 2pm by 11-3pm to 239(ý= by 15-Opm. 
No details were visible in any of the longitudinal sections. 
Examination of fractured surfaces by binocular microscope revealed rays 
up to 18 cells high (more commonly 5- 7) and these appeared to be uniser- 
iate but this is not conclusive. It was hoped that the scanning electron 
microscope would provide more information about this material butp as with 
much of the other wood, results were disappointing, 
191 
G. 536.9 
(Plate 21: 83) 
General observations: The block measures 8-7 centimetres long by 6-8 cent- 
imetres wide with a very finely striated outer surface and possible growth 
-rings 0-6 - 4-0 millimetres thick. 
Both transverse and longitudinal sections were prepared but revealed 
the specimen to be very poorly preserved and hence no microscopic details 
could be recorded. 
G. 536.13 
(Plate 22: 84 - 86) 
General observations This large specimen measures 9-5 centimetres long 
by up to 9.0 centimetres wide with a central hole which is probably not 
an original feature as the growth rings (0-5 - 2-0 millimetres thick) do 
not give the impression that the hole marks the centre, 
The preservation is identical to that seen in the previous specimen 
a.. U thus did not allow any microscopic information to be recorded from 
any of the sections. 
Examination of the external surface by binocular microscope revealed 
a striated pattern and this was also observed in some fractured material 
but no extra information could be obtained. 
Better results were produced by the examination of fractured material 
by the so = ing electron microscope (refer to Plates 21: 85 and 86) where 
the detail of the tracheid pitting (bi - triseriate) is visible in both 
low and higher magnification. This cellular detail is suprising as no evid- 
idence of cellular preservation was seen in any of the peel sections. This 
supports the view that the scanning electron microscope can fulfil a role 
as an important tool in researcht particularly in the field of palaeobotany. 
c; r, ,,, 6 . 14 
(Plate 22: 87) 
General observations: The large block measures 10 centimetres long by up 
192 
1005 centimetres wide and 3-1 centimetres thick. The specimen has very 
prominent surface ribbingg with 2-4 ribs per centimetre and is simi- 
lar to G-536. A. 
Transverse section: No cellular detail was visible but possible growth rings 
were seen and may correspond with the extemal, ribbing pattern, 
No detail was observed in any longitudnal section or on the examin- 
ation of fractured material by binocular or scanning electron microscopes, 
im r-4 
Nil 
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COMPARISONS , 
Comparisons have been made with approximately one. hundred species of 
Dadoxylon from Palaeozoict Mesozoic and Tertiary deposits from both the 
northem and southern hemispheres. This list is not complete and as well 
as some species which may have been overlookedt there are several absen- 
tees owing to the unavailability of the relevant published woeks, 
Many of the older references provide incomplete diagnoses and this 
severely restricts their usefulness in comparison studies, 
Table 15 lists the results of the wood studied from King George Island 
and there would appear to be at least three distinct taxa which warrant 
a more detailed study. These are G-536. Bp G-536,2 and a combination of 
G-536.4 and 8 with G-536.6 which seem to be identical (see Table 16). 
All of these well preserved specimens possess growth ringst have uni- 
seriate rays only (no trace of even a partly biseriate ray has been det- 
ected) and the-height of the rays do not-exceed 13 cells. 
Table 16 
ITumbe Growth rinzs Tracheid rittin Ram heip-ii X-field pitting 
G-536. B Distinct 1-2 (2) 2- 11 (4 - 6) 2-8 
G. 536,2 Distinct 1-3 (3) 2- 11 (4 - 5) -4 
G-536.41618 
II 
Distinct 
I 
1-2 (l)- 
--- - 
2 13 (3 - 5) 
I-. I 
12-4? 
Disregarding the presence or absence of Growth rings, there are five 
Palaeozoic and seventeen Mesozoic and Tertiary species which have unisex- 
iate rays up to 15 cells high and which show. some similarities with the 
the above taxa (refer to Tables 17 and 18). 
Palaeozoic co=arir-ons: None of the five dadoxyla with uniseriate rays 
compares exactly with any of the three King George Island taxa. In most 
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cases the tracheidal pitting on the radial walls is up to 4-5 seriatev 
the rays are fairly short (less than 8 cells high) and up to 12 - 13 Pits 
occur in each cross-field. 
Dadoxylo spirale (Gregusst 1967) is the closest comparisont with uni - 
biseriate tracheidal pittingg rays 1- 10 cells high and 2-4 Pits per 
cross-field, It differs in that growth rings are indistinct and that 
spiral thickenings occur in the tracheids. 
Mesozoic and Tertiary com-Darisonst G-536. B. This wood compares with Bado 
_ylon 
kaiparaenseq Dadoxvlo kerguelense and Dadoxylon novae zeellandii. 
Although treated as separate species for comparison purposes, these three 
species are all included as synonyms of Dadoxylon ps. --udoparenchymatosum 
first described by Gothan (1908) from Seymour Islandq Antarctica (refer 
to Table 19). 
In Dadoxylon-pseudoparenchymatosum growths rings are distinct, the trao- 
heids have 12 seriate pittingt the rays are uniseriate and I- 11 cells 
high and 1- 10 pits occL= per cross-field. Resin tracheids axe commonly 
found adjacent to the rays although its concentration and distribution do 
vary slightly, 
These characters compare almost exactly with those of G. 536. B. 
Seward (1919) states that in, Dadoxylo kerguelense the growth rings are 
15 - 20 tracheids broad and the later wood is represented by only two 
rows of elements (approximately 10 74 of the ring) and this is exactly as 
is found in G. 536. B. 
Gothan (1908) states that in Dadoxylon pseudoparenchymatosum the pits 
on the tracheids measure from 10, um to 12ý= in diameter and compares with 
measurements of 9*4ý= by 8-6, um to 15-0, um by 11-(ý= made from G. 536. B. 
There seems to be little doubt that the wood described under G. 536. B 
should be included in Dadoxylo pseudoparenchymatosum Gothan. 
Florin (page 379 1940) states that Dadoknrlon pseudoparenchymatosum rep- 
resents the wood of sect. Colymbea of Araucaria . 
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Edwards (1926) in descibing Dadoxylon kainaraense suggested that it is 
the wood of a species of Araucaria itself and that it probably bore the 
foliage of Araucarites marshallit which were leaf fragments found in assoc- 
iation but not attached to the wood. 
It is interesting to note that Barton'(1964) has described several Tert- 
iary floras from King Georg3 Island and that from Admiralen Peak contains 
shoot and bark impressions of Araucaria. 
Comparisons: G. 536.2. This wood compares superficially with Dadoxylon 
amraparensep Dadox7lon australe Dadoxylon mandroense and Dadoxvlo me 
sekenset although in all cases the rays are taller (up to 15 cells high) 
and a larger number of pits occur in the cross-fields. - 
The closest comparison is with Dadoxylon mandroense although it differs 
in that the number of pits in the cross-field is greater (2 -6 
(3 
- 4) 
pits in early wood and 4- 12 pits-in late wood) compared with a constant 
1-4 pits and that it-has an opposite as well as alternate pitting arr- 
angement on the tracheids which is not found in G-536.2.7odoxylon mand- 
roense also lacks any resin tracheids although this is probably a factor 
of minor importance. I 
In view of the fact that the wood described under G. 536.2 is welIpres- 
erved and appears distinct from all other woods of the Dadoxylon typet it 
is proposed to call it a new speciesq Dadoxylon kellerensis and it is named 
after the Keller Peninsula locality. 
Dadoxylon kellerensis sp. nov. Diagnosis 
Secondary wood with distinct growth ringsp late wood zone 2-3 cells 
wide, tracheids measuring 6*0ý= to 11-5p radially and 7-5p to 11-5ý= 
tangentially; early wood zone 20 - 29 cells widev tracheids measuring 
30-0)= to 38-" radially and 22-0j= to 45<ý= tangentially. 
Radial tracheid pitting borderedq I-3 (commonly 3) seriate with alter- 
nate, contiguous and flattened or hexagonal pitso measuring 9-51= by 114-Cý= 
to 12-(ý= by 15-Op. Pit pore centralv round to oval in shape measuring 
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7-ý= by 7-5pm to 8-3pm by 10*5F in diameter. 
Xylem rays homogenouso uniseriate, I- 11 cells high (commonly 4-5 
cells) in which cell members are barrel shaped. 
Pits in the cross-field 1"- 49 sometimes arranged in pairsq borderedq 
with central pores measuring 5-2jum by 5o2pm to 7-, 51= by 5, -6F in pits 
measuring 6-6F by 6-6irn to 10s" by 7-5F in diameter. 
Comparisons G-536.4/6A. This wood compares with Dadoxylo al-Dinump 
Dadoxylon catuanensev Dadoxylon chevalierl and Dadoxylon sidugawaense. 
The best comparison is with DadoVlo chevalieri which has well =arked 
Growth ringsp-tmiseriate bordered pitting an the tracheidsp rays 2- 12 
(commonly 4- 6) cells high and 3-6 pits in the cross-field, The main 
differences are that it never has biseriate tracheidal pitting and that 
it possesses too many pits in the cross-field. 
It is thought that the wood described under G. 536.4/6/8 is not suff- 
iciently well preserved (there being an element of doubt concerning '0 'he 
number of cross-field pits) to warrant consideration as a possible new 
species, 
This wood will be referred to as simply Dadoxylon sp, until better 
material is found to provide a more complete and accurate diagnosis. 
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DTSCIMSTON 
Three, wood taxa have been recognized from the material collected from 
Keller Peninsula, King George Island as decribed in- chapter three of, this 
Thesis. 
G. 936. A and G. 536.13 
Dadoxylon -oseudoparenchymatosimn Gothan 
G. 936.2, G. 536.3, G. 536.4, G. 536.6. G. 536.7 and G. 936.8 , 
Dadoxyl2n kellerensis sp,,, nov. 
Daclo7ylon sp. 
Gy=ospe= wood (indete=inate) 
G. ý36. c), 
_G. 
536.13 and G. 536.14 
Gymmospe=, wood (indetendnate) 
All of the woods represent new records for the locality. 
CODTARTSON WTTH OTHER WOOD FLORAS 
Dadoxylon pseudopa-renchymatosum has been described from Seymour Islandt 
Antarctica (the Type locality, Gothang 1908t Sewardq 1919); Kerguelen Is- 
landt South Indian Ocean (Seward, 1919, Edwards, 1921); South Patagonia, 
South America (Krgasel, 1924); New Zealand (Stopesp 19141, Sewardq 19190 
Edwards, 1926) -I K=2; usel 
(1925), cited in Florin (page 38,1940) has 
also described this species from Argentina. = Y-r--sJ ) 112-+ 
1 
AGE 
Dadoxylon pseudoDarenchnatoeum from Seymour Islandt South Patagonia 
and Kerguelen Island has been found in Tertiary (possibly early Tertiary) 
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deposits, that from Chubut in Argentina was found in Oligocene depooits 
and specimens from New Zealand are slightly older and are Mid - Upper 
Cretaceous in age. 
It is more likely that the woods from Xing George Island are contem- 
porary with the Tertiary material of Seymour Islandt South America and 
Kerguelen Island than with the more remote Cretaceous material of New 
Zealand. 
This Tertiary age for the woods is indirectly supported by the fact 
that several floras of this age have been described from different loc- 
alities on King George Island (Barton, 1964 and Orlandop 1964) and ine- 
luded in one of the floras were Araucarian remains, 
No plant remains (apart from wood) have yet been found at Keller Pen- 
insula, 
CTA24&TIC INDTCATTONS 
All of the well preserved woods, reveal prominent growth rings with a 
vei7 sparse development of late woodp only 2-3 layers thick, 
This suggests not only a seasonal change but a sharply divided boundary 
between the favourable and unfavourable growing conditions and this is 
indicative of a cold temperate climate. 
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KrauseltH (1925) was cited by Florin (page 389 1940) but not included in 
his bibliography and it has been impossible to locate this reference. 
Davies (in press 1 and 2) was brought to my attention by M. R. A. Thomson 
(Pers. comm. ) but limited information on these references prevented their 
inclusion in the bibliography. 
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Plate 19.72 Wood block 6.4-7cm. long x 1.6c-n. wide. 
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Plate 20.76 Wood 6. "Radial longi-, uriiinal section. 
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Specimen Number G. 530.8 
Plate 21.81 'Jood 8. To-rigential, longitudinal section. 
Magnification approximately X loo. 
Slide Nnmber 17. 
Specimen Number G. 536.8 
Plate 21.32 Wood 8. Radial longatudinal sect -ion. 
Magnification approximmately X 1-, 0. 
Slide lumber 16. 
Specimen Number G. 530.3 
Plate 21.83 Wood block 9.8-7cm. long x 6-8cm. wide. 
Specimen Number G. 536.9 
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Plate 22.84 Wood block 13.9-Ocm. long x 9-5 cm. wide. 
Specimen Number G. 536.13 
Plate 22.85 Wood 13. Scannin3 electn-n micrograph of 
fmcture, ý -aurface revealling tracheids. 
Magnification approximately X 415. 
Stub a. 
Specimen Number G. 536.13 
Plate 22.86 Wood 13. Scanning electron micrograph. 
Detail of tracheid pitting seen in plate 22.8'-5. 
Magnification aM. -Droximately 
X 2,700. 
Stub a. 
Specimen 15mber G. 536.13 
Plate 22.87 Wood block 1A. 10cm. long x 10-5cm. wide and 
up to 3-1cm. thick. 
Specimen IT-urber G. 530.14 
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APPnTDIX 1 
CATAWGUE OF M =-!, TAT, TROM M =ON MUNTATITS, 
Z-487.16 Glosso-oteris, conm=is. GlossoDteris indica (x2)p cf. Glosso 
teris spp. v Glossopteris sp. (cf. G. indica) and possible 
fructification. 
Z-487.17 Glossopteris communigg Glossonteris indicag Glossopteris sp. 
Z. 487-18 GlossoT)teris indica. 
Z. 487-19 Glossopteris communis, Glossopteris indica, cf. Gangamopteris 
angastifolia 
Z. 487.20 Glossonteris indicat Glossopteris browninnag Glossopteris op. 
Z. 487.21 Glossopteris communis, Glossopteris indicat Glossopteris cf. 
communi /Indica. 
Z-487.22 Glossopteris communist Glossopteris indica. 
Z-487.23 Axis (indete=dnate). 
Z-487.24 Glosso-oteris comm=isp axes (x2v indeteminate). 
Z-487.25 Glossopteris com-mmist Glossopteris indicap Glossonteris spp., 
cf. Gang=ovteris sp. 
Z. 487.26 Glossopteris indicap fragmented axis (indeterminate). 
Z-487.27 GlossoDteris indica 
Z-487.28 Glossopteris spp., axis (indeterminate). 
Z. 467.29 Glossopteris indicat Glossopteris stricta, Glossopteris cf. 
lndica/12ro, ýmianaj cf. Gang-anopteris op. 
Z. 487.30 Glossopteris indica (with lonG petiole)t axis (indete=inate). 
Z. 07.31 Glossopteris comr=isq Glossopteris indica. 
Z. 4S7.32 Glossopteris cormunisp Glossopteris cf. indica 
Z. 487.33 Glossopteris commmia. 
Z. 487-34 Glossopteris communis, Glossopteris indicaq Glossopteris 
stricta, cf. Gan! T=opteris sp. (basal fragment). 
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Z-487.35 Glossopteris communis (x2), Glossopteris indica, axis (indet. ). 
Z-487.36 Glossopteris communist Glossopteris indica. 
Z-487.37 GlossoT)teris com=is., Glossoz)teris brownianap Glogropteris spp. 
Z. 487.38 Axes (x2, indete=inate). 
Z. 487-39 Glossopteris indica 
Z. 487.40 Glossopteris indica, Glossopteris brourniana (small fragment). 
ZP487.41 Glossopteris communis, axis (indeterminate). 
Z-487.42 Glossopteris co=mmis, axes (x2p indeterminate)# seeds ?o 
(cf. Samaropsis sp. ). 
Z-487.43 Glossopteris co==is, Glossopteris indicap Glossopteris 
browniana, Glossopteris angustifolia. 
Z. 487.45 Glossopteris indicap Glossopteris conspicua (small fragment). 
Z-487.46 Glossopteris indica (x2)9, Glossopteris browniana. 
Z-487-47 Glossopteris indicap Seeds ? (cf. SamaroDsis sp. ). 
Z. 487.48 Glosso2teris communist Glossopteris indicag Glossopteris 
browniana. 
Z. 487.49 Glossopteris commmis, t GlOSSODte-ris brownianag Glossopteris cf. 
cormmmis, cf, Gaxigmopteris, sp, (with apical notch). 
Z. 487.50 GlosSopteris cominmis, V Glossopteris indica 
Z. 487.51 Glossopteris communis W)p Glossopteris indica (x2). Glossop- 
teris ef.. indica/browniana, Glossopteris sp, 
Z. 487.52 GlossoDteris communis, Glossopteris indica axes (x2p indet. ). 
Z-487.53 GlossoRteris comm=isv Glossopteris indicar Glossopterin 
brownianav Glosso-oteris sp. p axis 
(indete=inate). 
Z-487.55 Vertebr-arin indica (type a and b). 
( Specimens Z-487.44 and Z. 487.54 were absent. Specimens Z-487.19/30 are 
counterparts, as are 29/340 29/399 31/33P 35/40 and 36146). 
Z-508.2 Glossopteris communisq Glossopteris indiczaq Glossopteris 
brownianal Glossopteris an. -ý-astifolia, Glossopteris sp., 
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Z-508.2 cont. Glossopteris cf. browniMa/conspicu cf. Ganp-amonteris 
sp. 9 scale leaf. 
7-. 508.3 Axis (with leaf,, scale or seed scars 
Z-508.6 Glossopteris indica, Glossopteris angustifoliat Glossopteris spp., 
Vertebraria indica 
Z-508.7 Glossopteris communis, Glossopteris indicap Glossopteris 
brownianag Glosso-oteris spp. 
Z. 508.9 Glossopteris conspiquap carbonaceous fragment (inciete=inate). 
( Specimens Z-508.4't Z. 508.5 and Z. 508.8 were absent ). 
ct 
Z-499.8 Paracalmites australis. 
A 
Z-472.14 Glosso-oteris cons-picuav GlossoDteris of. communis/indicat 
Glossanteris of. indica/browni Poraminifera spp. 
Ml Glossopteris sp, Z. 471.3 Glossopteris of. brownianýL/22nspic 
Z-498.20 W GlOssopteris conspicua (x2), Glossopteris sp. 
(ii) Glossopteris of. cons-picuav Glossopteris cf. angustifolia, 
Vertebraria indica axis (indeteminate). 
(iii) Glosso-pteris conspicua (x2)9 Vertebraria indical axis (indet). 
(iv) Glossopteris conspicua (x2)9 Glossopteris angustifoliat 
Glossopteris indica, Glossopteris sp., Vertebmaria indica. 
( Specimens Z-498.20 (i) and Z. 498.20 (iii) are counterparts ). 
Z-475.3B Organic remains ?. 
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APPI',,, ', 'DTX 2 
CATAT, OG'UE OF MkTERTAL FROM L=-IGSTON TSLAN"D 
P. 224.2 Branching axis (indeterminate). 
P. 224.3 Branching axis (indeterminate). 
P. 224.4 Branching axis (indeterminate). 
P. 224-5 Frýment (indeterminate). 
P. 224.6 Axesq including branching axis (indeterminate). 
P. 224.7 Branching axisp possible leaf (indeterminate). 
P. 224.8 Fragments, including leaf remains (indeterminate). 
P. 224.9 of. Dicroidium (jXlopteris) sninifoliag 
fine branching axis and fragments (indeterminate). 
P. 224.10 Axis and other fragments (indeterminate). 
P, 224.11 Dichotomising axes (all indeterminate). 
P. 224.12 Very fine axis and other fragments (aJ3, indete=inate)o 
P. 224.13 Filamentous axes (indete=inate)o 
P. 224-14 Axis and leaf/axis fragments (indeterminate). 
P. 224.15 Axis fragments (indeterminate). ' 
P. 224.16a Possible leaf with midrib . no venation 
(indeterminate). 
P. 224.16b Large numbers of small axes (cf. Equisetites sp. ). 
P. 224.17 B=ching axis and assorted axes and leaves (indete=inate), 
"llum 
P. 224.18 cf. Asterotheca crassa, Pagiophyllum sp., Doratophy 
(TaeniODteris) tenison-woodsi. 
P. 224.19 Pagiophyllum, sp. (xl4+). 
P. 224.20 Pagionhyllum sp., dichotomisine axis (indetenainate). 
P. 224.21 Thallites spp. (type a and b), Equisetites sp., Hexagonocaulon 
minutum gen. et sp. nov. 
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P. 224.22 Pagiophyllum sp. (xlo). 
P. 224.23 Branched axis and assorted fragments (indeterminate). 
P. 224.24 Iarge axis (indeterminate). 
P. 224.25 Equisetites sp. p cf. AsteTotheca crassay Hexazonocaulon minutum 
gen. et sp. nov. 
P. 224.26 Equisetites sp. 9 Dicroidium 
(? Cylopteris) cf. s-Dinifolia. 
P. 224.27 Eguisetites sp., cf. Asterotheca crassa, of. Dicroidi-am (Xylo 
teris) sp. 9 Ginkmites sp.,, Hexagonocaulon minutum gen. at sp. 
nov. t large axis (indeterminate). 
P. 224.28 Pagiophylium sp. (x12) 
P. 224.29 Equisetites sp. 9 Ilexagonocaulon minutum gen, at sp, nov, 
P. 224.30 EouisetiteS sp. 
P. 224.31 Paj; iophyllum sp. and remains of possible cone, 
P. 224.32 Equisetites sp, cfj Asterotheca crassgjý Hexagonocaulon minutum 
gen. at sp. nov. p branched axis 
(indetex-In te)o 
P. 224.33 Pa,, -iophyllUM sp. (x2). 
P. 224.34 Pagiophyllum sp. k'x2)v assorted fragments. 
P. 224.35 Pagiophyll sp. W). 
P. 224-36 Doratophyllum (Taeniopteris) tenison-woodsi (X4). 
P. 244-37 Dicroidium (Xylopteris) cf. spinifoli and assorted fragments, 
P. 224.38 Dicroid cf. lancifolium W). 
P. 224.39 Branching axis (indeterminate). 
P. 224.40 cf, Asterotheca crassa (x2). 
P. 224-41 Paj7iophyllum sp. 
P. 224.42 PasrioDhvllum sp. and possible cone. 
P. 224.43 Pa4ýlophyllum sp. 
P. 224.44 Leaf fragment (indeterminate). 
P. 224.45 Equisetites sp., axis with fine ribbing (indeterminate). 
P. 224.46 cf. Asterotheca crassa. 
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P. 224.47 PagiopIrIllum sp., axis (indeterminate). 
P. 224.48 of. Asterotheca crassap Ginkgoites sp.,, Hexamnocaulon minut= 
gen. et sp. nov., branching axes (indete=ainate). 
P. 224.49 Pagiophyllum sp. 
P. 224-50 Pagiophyllum sp. 
P. 224.51 Pagiophyllum sp. 
P-224-52 Pagiophylium sp. 
P-224-53 PagioPl-kir1lum 8P. 
P. 224-54 Leafy shoot (indete=inate). 
P. 224.55 cf. Asterotheca erassag Pagiophyllum sp. 
P. 426.4 Eauisetites sp. (many)v cf. -Asterotheca crassa, leaves 
(possibly 
cf. Phoenicopsir. /ginkgoites. type). 
P-426.5 'E'auisetites sp. (many)p Pterophyllum dentatum sp. nov. 
P. 426.6 Equisetites sp. (many)t Pteropbyllum dentatum, sp. nov. 
P. 426.7 Leaf impression (indeterminate). 
P. 426.8 Leaf impression (indetexminate). 
P. 426.9 Pterophyllum dentatum sp, nov. 
P-426.10 Leaf fragment (of. Dipteridaceae). 
P-426.11 Neocalanites sp. W)t leaf remains (cf. Phoeniconsis/Lpheno- 
baiera type). 
P. 426.12 Equisetites sp. (many). 
(Specimen P. 426.4/13 are counterpartsp as are 619 and 7/8-) 
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APPFITDrX 
CATALOGM; OP MTERTAL FROM =. G GFOPGr- TSUTTD 
G-536. A Wood block with growth rings and thickly ribbed outer surface. 
G-536. B 'Wood block with growth rings and fine ribbing visible on the 
weathered surface. 
G-536.2 Wood block with growth rings. 
G-536.3 Compressed axis on surface of rodkIp with fine striations 
visible on the weathered exterior. 
G-536.4 Wood block with growth rings preserved in localized patches. 
G-536.6 Wood block with very little discemaable surface detail. 
G-536.7 Wood block with no exterior detail. 
G-536.8 Wood block with well preserved growth rings. 
G-536.9 Wood block with possible growth rings and fine ribbing detail 
visible on the weathered surface. 
G-536.13 Wood block with possible growth rings and central hole. 
G-536.14 Large wood block with possible growth rings and a thickly 
ribbed outer surface (as seen 5. n G-536. A). 
